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ABSTRACT
The objectives of this project are 1) the setup and refinement of peptideSAM surface model systems with explicit water using CHARMM and 2) the
development of up-to-date simulation protocols for the accurate calculation
of adsorption free energy by incorporating the recent development of nonBoltzmann sampling methods in molecular dynamics and applying it for the
calculation of adsorption free energy of short peptides onto well-characterized
self-assembled monolayers, which is important for understanding protein/surface interactions.
A software package called the Simulation Template Engine for Peptides at
Surfaces (STEPS) was developed for the fulfillment of the first objective. It
facilitates the automatic setup of a ternary model system consisting of a nine
residue peptide, a well-defined SAM surface and a water box with explicit
solvent buffered with N a+ and Cl− ions at about 133mM concentration to
represent a physiological environment. Peptides can be modeled with three
sequence types TGTG-X-GTGT, GGGG-X-GGGG, or GSGS-X-SGSG, with
two capping schemes including non-capped zwitterions and patching by acetylation and amination, and with four different types of secondary structure
conformations including α-helix, β-sheet,random coil and 310 -helix. SAMs can
be modeled with nine types of surface functional groups on alkanethiol chains,
two configurations (double-ended or single-ended), three geometrical configurations (hexagonal, rhomboid or square). The water box can be modeled with
four geometrical shapes including square, rhomboid, hexagonal and spherical
to any tailored dimension. STEPS has the potential to generate thousands of
different ternary model systems for peptide/SAM surface interaction simula-

tions, then greatly facilitating molecular simulation studies with this type of
molecular systems.
A software package called the Toolkit for Advanced Sampling with NonBoltzmann (TASNoB) methods was also designed to facilitate the second objective. TASNoB includes one replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD)
facility, which offers both regular REMD and replica exchange with solvent
tempering (REST), together with all the post-processing utilities for data analysis; one adaptive umbrella sampling (AUS) facility for doing AUS over surface
separation distance (SSD); and one windowed umbrella sampling (WUS) facility for doing conventional windowed umbrella sampling by restraining the
system at different SSD positions.
A model system consisting of a short peptide (GGGGKGGGG) and a
COOH/COO− SAM surface with TIP3P explicit water box buffered with N a+
and Cl− to 133 mM with square cross-section and variable height can be easily
generated with STEPS and conventional molecular dynamics, WUS, regular
REMD, or biased REMD can be performed with TASNoB to determine the
adsorption free energy of the above-described systems by generating the potential of mean force (PMF) profile of the peptide over the surface as a function of
surface separation distance (SSD). Sampling efficiency was compared between
different simulation protocols. A conventional MD simulation was performed
at temperature 310K for 5 nanoseconds. This simulation showed the sampling
problem both along the most interesting degree of freedom, which was SSD,
and the configuration space of the φ − ψ dihedral angles of the middle residue
of the peptide. WUS was performed with 26 windows based on SSD position with interval of 1.0 Å spanning from 4.0 Å to 29.0 Å. Each window was
simulated for 1.0 nanosecond and a PMF profile was obtained by weighted
iv

histogram analysis method (WHAM). WUS overcomes the sampling problem
along the SSD, but not the peptide conformation. Regular REMD was then
performed with 24 replicas spanning temperature range from 300 K to 400
K with exchanges attempted every 1 picosecond, which provided a 20% exchange acceptance ratio during a 5.0 nanosecond simulation. Regular REMD
overcomes the sampling problem of the peptide configuration space, but the
improvement of sampling along SSD is relatively limited. To Address this
limitation, biased REMD simulation was performed with a biasing potential
obtained from WUS and the REMD was configured in the same way as the
regular REMD above. With this simulation, the peptide was replaced with
single sodium ion to make the SSD more accurately defined, thus enabling the
resulting PMF profile to be compared with the PMF vs. SSD profile obtained
from WUS. The results show that the novel combination of WUS with biased
REMD provides significant improvement of the sampling efficiency for this
type of molecular system both over SSD and the conformations of peptide,
compared to WUS, regular REMD, or conventional MD alone.
This work serves to develop and validate a method for the simulation of
protein-surface interactions that enables adsorption free energy to be properly
calculated for comparison with experimental results. These types of comparisons can now be used to evaluate, modify, and validate an empirical force field
for protein surface interactions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Decades of clinical practice in the biomaterial field has witnessed numerous
examples of incompatibility between implanted material and the host tissue.
And it is also well recognized that one of the first phenomena that happens
after the implantation of a biomaterial is that a layer of protein molecules
adsorbs onto the biomaterial surface, which subsequently governs host-implant
interactions. Therefore, understanding the protein adsorption process from the
molecular level is critical for the rational design of a biomaterial surface, which
should greatly shorten the trial-and-error cycles that are required for surface
design today.
Molecular dynamics, a research method that tries to reproduce physical
processes such as protein adsorption by computer simulation, offers a good
opportunity to quantify these complex process at an atomistic level. One of
the approaches biomaterial researchers use to study protein adsorption with
molecular dynamics is to calculate the change of the Helmholtz free energy,
which is the central thermodynamic quantity dominating the adsorption process.
However, we have two major obstacles when addressing the protein adsorption problem using molecular dynamics simulation.
First, although the simulation engine we chose, CHARMM [Brooks 1983],
is one of the most widely employed molecular dynamics simulation packages,

it does not offer directly the ternary system (protein, SAM surface, water
box) we need to simulate the adsorption process. Setting up a simulation
box for protein adsorption usually entails weeks of work, by a trial-and-error
approach. Other software packages, such as AMBER [Pearlman et al. 1995;
Case et al. 2005] and GROMACS [Vandrunen et al. 1995; Van der Spoel et al.
2005; Berendsen et al. 1995; Lindahl et al. 2001], also do not include easy to
use model building features.
Secondly, calculating adsorption free energy requires extensive sampling of
the phase space which often requires impractically long simulations if using
conventional molecular dynamics methods; hence advanced non-Boltzmann
sampling algorithms such as replica exchange molecular dynamics and umbrella sampling must be employed to address the sampling problem. Although
these functions are all partially implemented in CHARMM, they are not readily applicable to the simulation of protein-surface simulations, thus requiring
the implementation of our own non-Boltzmann sampling methods to provide
accuracy and adaptability.
Therefore, in this project, I developed a software package as an add-on
for CHARMM to facilitate the peptide/SAM surface/water box ternary system set-up and the testing and implementation of different non-Boltzmann
sampling algorithms. This project implements three non-Boltzmann sampling
algorithms including windowed umbrella sampling along surface separation
distance (SSD), regular replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD),replica
exchange with solute tempering (REST), and biased REMD which is a logical extension to umbrella sampling and REMD, which represents one the most
important contributions of this project besides the software package developed
for model building.

2

1.1

Dissertation Overview

In chapter 2, I briefly review the general background of this research. I address
the protein adsorption problem and its relevance to biomaterials research, I
introduce the general concept of molecular dynamics simulation, I go over
the experimental work that is already done in this laboratory regarding MD
simulation of protein adsorption, particularly that of Vernekar[Vernekar and
Latour 2005] and Raut et al[Raut et al. 2005], where this project starts from.
In chapter 3, I present several small projects relevant to non-Boltzmann
sampling, including the relatively simple simulation of a sodium-chloride system with the umbrella sampling method and windowed umbrella sampling
simulation, replica exchange molecular dynamics simulation, and REMD with
solute tempering to simulate a peptide/SAM surface system with explicit water.
In chapter 4, I describe the software toolkits that I developed for peptide/SAM surface simulation, and I give the general framework and characteristic usage of STEPS and TASNoB. I then describe the specific procedures
entailed in the creation of a tertiary system consisting of one peptide, one
SAM surface and one water box with customized size and shape, I describe
the general usage of TASNoB for windowed umbrella sampling and replica
exchange molecular dynamics simulation, and I describe the grahical user interface (GUI) that I designed for CHARMM and the toolkits that I developed
to facilitate this research.
In chapter 5, I demonstrated the novel non-Boltzmann sampling algorithm
using biased REMD with a simple system consisting of one sodium ion and a
COOH SAM surface with only one chain in the middle ionized with explicit
water as a model system. The emphasis of this chapter is placed on the advantage of combining the umbrella sampling algorithm and the replica exchange
3

molecular dynamics method together to address some sampling problems and
demonstrate that the replica exchange method alone does not provide sufficient
sampling in a reasonable timeframe for this type of system.
Finally, in Chapter 6, I summarize my major achievements in the development of non-Boltzmann sampling algorithm and software for peptide/surface
adsorption simulations.
Three appendices are provided at the end of this dissertation. In Appendix A, I list the acronyms and abbreviations that I use throughout this
dissertation. In Appendix B, I snap several screenshots from the toolkit designed for this project. The API documentation and source code for STEPS
and TASNoB are supplied as separate documentation and excluded from this
dissertation.
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Chapter 2
Background

2.1

Introduction

This chapter gives the general background of this research. Section 2.2 introduces the significance of the protein adsorption problem and the accurate
calculation of adsorption free energy. Section 2.3 introduces the experimental
approach this laboratory has employed to measure the adsorption free energy
using SPR, Section 2.4 gives a general background of molecular dynamics simulation methods, Section 2.5 introduces the molecular simulation approach this
laboratory employed and the limitation of conventional molecular dynamics,
and Section 2.6 summarizes the content of this chapter.

2.2

Protein Adsorption

When biomaterials are implanted in a physiological environment, proteins in
the body fluids, such as blood, quickly adsorb onto the biomaterials surface.
This interfacial phenomenon is of fundamental significance. It is a widely accepted perspective [Latour 1999; Ganazzoli and Raffaini 2005] that protein
layers adsorbed on the biomaterial surface direct or control the subsequent
host-implant interaction. Understanding the protein adsorption process is key
to understanding biological response to the biomaterial and the biocompatibility of the implant.
The process of protein molecules adsorbed onto biomaterial surface is a

configurational changing process of protein molecules from their native conformation in physiological solutions to the non-native or denatured conformation
in the neighborhood of the biomaterial surface. When a protein molecule adsorbs to a surface, its native “V-shaped” folding funnel assumes a “W-shape”
under the influence of the material surface, as illustrated in Figure 2.1, in which
multiple low energy minima can be considered to exist that are dependent on
the orientation of the protein on the surface. This V-W effect of protein restructuring at a biomaterial surface may alter the protein’s bioactivity, and
thus influence biocompatibility. The understanding of protein adsorption is
the understanding of the V-W transitioning effect in the free energy landscape
of the protein molecules upon immediate contact with a biomaterial surface.

Figure 2.1: The V-W effect: Protein Free Energy Landscape Re-shaping Upon
Contact with a Biomaterial Surface
The conventional wisdom about protein adsorption onto biomaterial surfaces suggests that any kind of protein adsorption is undesirable. It holds that
it’s the adsorbed the protein layer on the biomaterial surface that gives the
problem of biocompatibility. As long as we can design a non-fouling surface
which is resistant to protein adsorption, we can provide materials with better
biocompatibility. However, this research is inspired by a quite different view7

point on protein adsorption. This assumption holds that the V-W effect is an
integral part of any biomaterial surface and protein adsorption is inevitable
under nearly all situations. The biocompatibility problem arises from the interaction between membrane-bound receptors of the cellular species approaching
the surface and the exposed bioactive sites from the adsorbed protein layer
after the V-W effect. So the logical approach to better biocompatibility is not
to prevent protein adsorption, but rather to control protein adsorption in such
a way that the adsorbed layer of protein molecules on the surface will present
“friendly” bioactive sites that mediate a desirable cellular response. On this
assumption, the factors controlling the cellular responses include not only the
types and amounts of proteins adsorbed onto the surface, but also the orientation, conformation, and packing density of the protein molecules in the
adsorbed layer. Consequently, the critical step to control cellular response to
a biomaterial is to understand the V-W effect of protein adsorption, i.e., the
relationship between surface chemistry, surface topology and the composition,
conformation, and bioactive sites presented by the adsorbed protein layer.

2.3

Measurement of Adsorption Free Energy
with SPR

As discussed above, the V-W effect of protein adsorption is critical to controlling cellular response and to improving the biocompatibility of synthetic
materials. And it is also a very broad and complicated issue to investigate.
The experimental methodologies available for quantitatively characterizing the
V-W effects including the orientation, conformation, packing and the bioactive
sites presented by the adsorbed protein are very limited. Solid-state nuclear
magnetic resonance (ssNMR) techniques have been developed to quantita-
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tively characterize the secondary structure of the adsorbed proteins and to
locate the peptide residues that interact most strongly with the underlying
surface[Michael et al. 2003]. Circular dichroism spectropolarimetry (CD) combined with stop-flow fluorescence spectroscopy can potentially provide direct
experimental measurement of the unfolding kinetics associating with the V-W
effect. Varadraj and Latour have explored the Surface Plasmon Resonance
(SPR) technique to characterize the adsorption thermodynamics of a midchain peptide residue on functionalized SAM surfaces[Vernekar and Latour
2005]. In their work, the central thermodynamic property, i.e. the adsorption
free energy of the individual mid-chain peptide residue rather than the whole
peptide, is experimentally measured. The following gives more background on
this work.
The objective of Vernekar and Latour’s work was to develop an experimental method to determine the changes in the standard state Gibbs adsorption
free energy, the enthalpy, and entropy of a mid-chain peptide residue on a functionalized surface. They reasoned that sub-molecular interactions are generally
additive so the understanding of specific individual residue interactions with
an underlying surface will lead to the understanding of the adsorption behavior
of more complicated proteins to the same underlying surface while reducing
the complexity of the problem greatly. Based on that logic, They set up a
very simple model peptide for his study. The model peptide they employed in
their research was G4 XG4 , a nine residue peptide where G represents a glycine
residue and X represents the mid-chain residue under investigation. The logic
behind this choice of the peptide structure is that the glycine residue is the
smallest residue among all the 20 residues and it is the most flexible in its
dihedral angle conformation. These four glycine residues on both sides of the
middle amino accid residue provide a platform to deliver the central X residue
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of interest to the adsorbent surface for subsequent characterization. The actual central X residues they investigated were X = G (glycine) and X = K
(lysine). The self-assembled monolayers they used in this research included
OH−functionalized and COOH−functionalized SAMs.
The SAM surface chip was fixed in the SPR instrument as the biosensor
and the peptide solution was administered through the microfluidics flow channels exposed to the sensor. SPR then measures the changes in the index of
refraction of the top 1000nm layer of the surface, which is a tractable function
of the molecules adsorbed at the interface. The thermodynamic properties of
interest were then obtained from the SPR sensorgrams.
Vernekar and Latour conducted this research not only from an experimental
perspective but they also had molecular dynamics simulations in their mind.
They noted that the accuracy of a molecular dynamics simulation largely depends on the underlying empirical forces field parameters and since force field
parameters in the existing simulation packages have never been validated for
protein adsorption modeling, very little confidence could be placed on their
accuracy for the simulation of protein adsorption. They pointed out that
their work could be used as a platform to provide an accurate measurement
of thermodynamic properties for the molecular modeler to compare with so
that they can evaluate and tune a force field specifically for protein adsorption applications and make it accurate enough for predictive purposes. Based
on their work, the major obstacle to the rational design of biomaterials is reduced to (at least conceptually) answering the following question: How can we
accurately calculate the change in the free energy associated with a peptide
adsorption process?
Vernekar and Latour reported ∆G◦ = 0 1 for G4 GG4 /OH, G4 GG4 /COOH,
1

∆G◦ is the standard state adsorption free energy.
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G4 KG4 /OH and reported for G4 KG4 /COOH that the ∆G◦ varies linearly
with temperature between −6.75kcal/mol at 16◦ C and −7.28kcal/mol at
37◦ C. These experimental data represented a set of data that the following molecular simulation work in the laboratory tried to prsedict or calculate
accurately for comparison with the experimental results.

2.4

Molecular Dynamics

In addition to the above experimental methods, molecular simulation methods,
especially molecular dynamics simulation methods, also present great potential
to be applied to understand protein adsorption behavior. The most prominent
success of molecular simulation till now is seen from the field of protein folding
and ligand-receptor docking for rational drug design. Its extraordinary capability to investigate the protein adsorption problem at the all-atom level remains
relatively less exploited. This laboratory has been working in this area over
the past decade, focusing on developing accurate methods for protein-surface
interaction simulation. We want to answer the question: How can the adsorption free energy of peptide/SAM surface interactions be accurately calculated?
In this section I give a brief introduction to the general topic of molecular dynamics simulation and address the preliminary work done by Raut at al [Raut
et al. 2005] in this laboratory in the next section.
Molecular dynamics is one of the main methods used for molecular simulation with the other one being the Monte Carlo Method. Molecular dynamics
originated in the 1950s from within theoretical physics, and has found wide applications in materials sciences and the study of the behavior of biomolecules.
Molecular dynamics models real physical systems at the atomistic level by
representing each atom in the model system with a phase space vector that
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includes both position coordinates and relative velocities. It models the interactions between all the particles (i.e., atoms) in the system with an empirical
force field. It then integrates over the time scale to generate the motion of
the system by Newtonian dynamics. The properties of the system are then
calculated as averages along the trajectory. The validity of molecular dynamics simulation stems from the ergodic hypothesis, which states that, over long
periods of time, the time spent in some region of the phase space of microstates
with the same energy is proportional to the volume of that region, i.e., that the
probability of occurrence of all accessible microstates having the same energy
is equal over a long period of time. The central part of the molecular dynamics
simulation is the evaluation of the empirical potential function representing the
interactions of the system particles. Part of the energy function is the longrange non-bonded interactions, which basically have to take into account every
atom pair in the system; this is very time-consuming and represents the bottle
neck of the speed of simulation. To sum up, the major technical cornerstones
of molecular dynamics are the force field, the integration algorithm, and the
long-range interaction algorithm.

2.4.1

Force Fields

Thanks to the famous Born-Oppenheimer approximation, which implies that
electronic motion can be safely ignored for complex large system, force field
methods calculate the energy of a system as a function of the nuclear or the
atomic positions only. Many force fields have been developed for various purposes and applications. They might have different force terms or represent
the same force term in different formula. One of the most commonly used
force fields can be cast into four force terms (See [Leach 2001], Chapter 4),
which include bond stretching, angle bending, bond torsion, and non-bonded
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interactions (See Figure 2.2). Such a simple force field can be represented by
the following equation[Leach 2001]:

P (rN ) =

X ki
X Vn
ki
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Figure 2.2: Four main components of a simple force model
More complicated force fields (See [Leach 2001], Chapter 4) include crossterms that represent the coupling between the internal coordinates, such as
coupling between stretching and bending of the same angle or stretch-stretch
coupling between neighboring bonds. Figure 2.3 demonstrated the most common types of coupling terms. A force field without cross terms is called a Class
I force field and a force field with cross terms is called a Class II force field.
The force field that I used in my research, CHARMM22, is a Class I force field.
Associated with the force field functional formula are the corresponding
parameter sets that have to be optimized for specific applications. The opti-
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Figure 2.3: Major types of cross terms in Class II force fields
mization process includes adjusting the parameters and testing their accuracy
in reproducing selected target data. This practice subjects the optimized parameters to the possibility of being overfitted to the selected target data set and
their accuracy then depends heavily on the selected target data employed in
optimization. Internal parameters associated with bonds, angles, and dihedral
are usually optimized from gas-phase data obtained via electron diffraction,
microwave, IR, Raman, or condensed phase data via crystallography [Ponder
and Case 2003]. The more important parts for a protein adsorption simulation
are the external parameters associated with electrostatic and van der Waals
(vdW) interactions. Electrostatic parameters, like partial charges, are usually
optimized to reproduce the electrostatic potential surrounding a molecular
species derived from ab initio calculations. However, charge polarization effects, which might be very important for protein adsorption, is not considered
by this approach. Condensed phase data are used more often in fitting vdW
parameters. Common target data include heats of sublimations of crystals
and heats of vaporization and density for pure liquids such as water. It is
noticeable that the force fields currently available in the literature were not
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optimized specifically for protein adsorption applications, so the accuracy of
molecular dynamics simulations of protein adsorption based on these parameters is questionable.

2.4.2

Integration Algorithms

Once the force field functional form and parameter sets have been determined,
the accuracy of the simulation largely depends on the integrator. The simplest
and most straightforward integration algorithms are Verlet integrators based
on the Taylor series. The construction of the Verlet integrator entails Taylor
expansion of position and velocity functions for a small time step, δt,
1
1
r(t + δt) = r(t) + v(t)δt + a(t)δt2 + b(t)δt3 + ...
2
6

(2.2)

1
1
v(t + δt) = v(t) + a(t)δt + b(t)δt2 + c(t)δt3 + ...
2
6

(2.3)

where a,b, c are the 2nd, 3rd and 4th time derivative of the coordinates. When
it is expanded in the opposite direction for −δt, we will have
1
1
r(t − δt) = r(t) − v(t)δt + a(t)δt2 − b(t)δt3 + ...
2
6

(2.4)

If we add up Equation 2.4 with Equation 2.2, we will have,

r(t + δt) = 2r(t) − r(t − δt) + a(t)δt2

(2.5)

and then the velocity can be obtained from the central difference method as
follows:
1
v(t) = δt[r(t + δt) − r(t + δt)]
2
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(2.6)

The leapfrog method, which is algebraically equvalent to the Verlet method
described above has the following updating scheme:
1
1
v(t + δt) = v(t − δt) + a(t)δt
2
2
1
r(t + δt) = r(t) + δtv(t + δt)
2

(2.7)
(2.8)

These are the basic integration methods widely used in molecular dynamics
that have a good balance between computing complexity and sufficient degree
of numerical accuracy2 . The Verlet integrator is the one I actually used in this
research. There are higher order integrators for molecular dynamics, but these
are not pertinent to this research and thus not described here.

2.4.3

Long range interactions

The forces that actually dominate the protein adsorption process and general
biomolecular systems are the non-bonded long range interactions. The easiest way to deal with long range interactions is by simple truncation; generally
known as cut-off methods. However, since long range interactions by definition
extend over the whole system, cut-off methods are generally regarded as less
desirable for long range interactions than for short range interactions. On the
other hand, some very important force field parameters for long range interactions, for example, those for TIP3P water, are optimized with the electrostatic
interactions truncated. So methods other than truncation are not necessarily more accurate than the cut-off methods. This research employed cut-off
methods with a switching function in the tail for all of the molecular dynamics
simulations. Since the emphasis of this research is laid on the sampling prob2

This accuracy denotes the numerical accuracy as an integrator, and should be diffrentiated from the accuracy of free energy calculation, which is not a numerical issue directly
related to the integrator.
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lem (See Section 2.5), I do not address other methods commonly used, like
Ewald summation, Particle Ewald summation, or adaptive-tree techniques.

2.5

PMF Calculation with Conventional MD
Simulation

Vivik Raut, a previous colleague in this lab, did the first molecular dynamics
simulation for accurate calculation of adsorption free energy[Raut et al. 2005].
He used GROMACS [Van der Spoel et al. 2005] as the force field and simulation engine, studied the adsorption phenomenon in the system that Vernekar
and Latour already investigated with SPR experimentally. Model peptides
with sequence of both GGGG − K − GGGG and GGGG − G − GGGG were
designed; and alkanethiol SAM surfaces on gold with functionalities −OH,
−COOH were modeled. Different combinations of the above peptides and
SAM surfaces were also simulated with an initial separation distance of 7.5 Å.
Three dimensional periodic boundary conditions were defined with a unit cell
of 36.0 Å × 40.0 Å × 65 Å. The water model used for solvation was SPC216
water model in GROMACS.
Qualitively, Raut reported from his simulation good results compared to the
experimental measurements that Vernekar reported. The calculated adsorption free energy for G4 −G−G4 and G4 −K −G4 peptides on OH-SAM surface
was 0.12 ± 0.08kcal/mol and −0.09 ± 0.39kcal/mol respectively. Based on his
simulation data, Raut observed that water molecules formed more thermodynamicallly favorable interactions with the SAM surface and peptide functional
groups than the SAM surface and the peptide did with each other. He concluded that neither the G4 −G−G4 nor the G4 −K −G4 peptide adsorbs to an
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OH−SAM, which is in good agreement with Vernekar’s experimental results3 .
As for adsorption behavior on a COOH−SAM surface, the calculated adsorption free energies were reported as −2.10 ± 1.61kcal/mol for the G4 − G − G4
peptide and −3.75 ± 0.65kcal/mol for the G4 − K − G4 peptide respectively.
Based on the simulation results, Raut observed strong interactions for both
peptides with the G4 − K − G4 peptide being the strongest.
Although qualitatively all the simulation results agreed well with that of
the exprimental results, Raut pointed out that quantitatively the G4 − K − G4
peptide on the COOH−SAM surface failed to agree with the experimentally
measured results. At the same time, he also observed from the simulation
trajectory data that the SSD value for this system was maintained at about
3.5 Å during most of the simulation time, which demonstrated the lack of
sufficient sampling along the SSD as a degree of freedom. In a 10 ns simulation,
conventional molecular dynamics could not sample the whole range of SSD
from 3 Å to 35 Å. As a result, the probability density could not be calculated
accurately in the unsampled area and hence the final calculated adsorption
free energy was not reliably determined.
As a summary, Raut’s work studied the peptides/SAM surfaces adsorption
system with conventional molecular dynamics method with GROMACS. His
study raised the insufficient sampling issue for systems associated with strong
electrostatic interactions. In order to calculate adsorption free energy accurately, sufficient sampling over the degree of freedom (i.e., SSD) has to be
achieved through other means than conventional molecular dynamics. But his
work left this challenge for later workers in the lab. Addressing the sampling
problem from method development to software implementation was thus the
3

It is worth noting that this result was obtained after locking all the atoms in the SAM
surface except for the top functional group layer. Without locking, strong interaction was
observed during the simulation. For details, see [Raut et al. 2005].
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main subject of my research.

2.6

Summary

When a biomedical device is implanted, protein adsorption mediates subsequent biological response from the host body to the implanted biomaterials.
The central thermodynamic property associating with the adsorption process
is the adsorption free energy. With SPR, we can experimentally measure the
adsorption free energy for the interactions of a small peptide with a functionalized SAM surface. With a well optimized empirical force field, we can
simulate the adsorption process for a small peptide onto a functionalized SAM
surface using molecular dynamics and calculate the adsorption free energy
from the simulation trajectory. However, the results from preliminary studies
were found to only agree with the experimentally measured values qualitatively rather than quantitatively. One potential reason for this could be the
inaccuracy of the underlying force field parameters, which are not optimized
for protein adsorption application; the other is the sampling problem that occures when there are strong electrostatic or hydrophobic interactions involved
with the adsorption process. The sampling problem is an intrinsic problem
associated with conventional molecular dynamics when it is employed for free
energy calculation due to the fact that the conventional molecular dynamics
simulation tends to be stuck in some local minima on the free energy surface, thus preventing sufficient sampling from occuring which is necessary to
calculate adsorption free energy accurately.
Taking the available force field (CHARMM22) as is, this research aims
to tackle the sampling problem by developing novel sampling algorithms that
will enable adsorption free energy to be properly calculated for a peptide/SAM
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surface system with an explicit solvent model.
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Chapter 3
Related Work
In this chapter I present several small projects relevant to non-Boltzmann
sampling. These represents the preliminary studies that I conducted along the
way while developing the software toolkits and searching for the best advanced
sampling algorithm to be applied for peptide-surface simulations.
In Section 3.1, I demonstrate the umbrella sampling method for a system experiencing strong electrostatic interaction using a simple simulation of
a sodium-chloride ion-ion system. In Section 3.2, I presente a windowed umbrella sampling simulation for a peptide/surface system with explicit water. In
Section 3.3, I present a REMD simulation and show that REMD alone is not
sufficient to overcome the strong electrostatic interaction between a charged
peptide and a charged surface. In Section 3.4, I present a simulation with
REMD combined with solute tempering (REST) for a peptide/SAM surface
system with explicit water, and demonstrate that the REST method can help
reduced the number of replicas required for REMD by greatly increasing the
exchange ratio between neighbouring replicas in the simulation. In Section 3.5,
I give a general discussion of the all the above simulations and conclude that
the promising direction is to combine both umbrella sampling and replica exchange together to achieve sufficient sampling along the SSD coordinate as a
degree of freedom.

3.1

Umbrella Sampling and Adaptive Umbrella
Sampling

3.1.1

Objective

The objective of this study was to develop and demonstrate the use of a biased
sampling method (i.e. the umbrella sampling) to enable the free energy difference between two interacting molecular species to be determined as a function
of SSD by molecular dynamics simulation using CHARMM, and to compare
the simulated results to both the same system without biased sampling and
to the exact analytical solution for the molecular system simulated.

3.1.2

Experimental System

For convenience, a system of N a+ and Cl− was set up to test the umbrella
sampling scheme for its efficiency to enhance the sampling over a large particle
separation distance range. This simple system shares the common characteristic with the GGGG-K-GGGG/COOH system in that both of these systems
possess strong electrostatic interactions. In order to provide sufficient sampling
for free energy calculation, the simulation procedure employed must overcome
this strong electrostatic interaction. However, a great advantage of this simple
system is that the change of free energy as a function of separation distance
(SD), or the potential of mean force (PMF) vs. SD profile, can be analytically represented using statistical thermodynamics theory. The simulation results therefore can be compared directly to the analytical results and thereby
demonstrate the capability of this simulation method to accurately determine
the PMF vs. SD relationship of the system.
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Figure 3.1: Simple N a+ -Cl− system employed to demonstrate the use of umbrella sampling in an MD simulation to calculate ∆A a function of SD (=r) in
a continuum with a dielectric constant (e) of 80 (simulating water). Periodic
boundary conditions used with a 20 Å simulation cell. The Cl− ion was fixed
in the center of the simulation cell.

3.1.3

Statistical Thermodynamics Analysis

From statistical thermodynamics, the change of free energy can be calculated
analytically for the N a+ and Cl− system as a function of the particle separation
distance for a canonical ensemble. Per the spherical symmetry for this system,
the partition function can be evaluated as follows:

Qj =

(
X

)

Ωi e−Ei /RT

= 4πrj2 e−Ej /RT

(3.1)

i

where Q denotes the partition function of the system, j denotes micro states
corresponding to a specific inter-particle distance between sodium ion and
chloride ion, Ωi denotes the degeneracy of the system at energy level Ei .
Then the difference of free energy for the system between two different
micro states i and j can be calculated as follows:
Qj
∆A = −RT `n
Qi

!

rj
= ∆Eij − 2RT `n
ri
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(3.2)

where
∆Eij = ∆Eelecij + ∆EvdWij

(3.3)

To prevent the system from being trapped in its minimum-energy well
during the molecular dynamics simulation, a biasing umbrella potential can
be added to the force field equation to force the system out of low free energy states. For a Boltzmann distributed canonical ensemble, the sampled
probability ratio between two different micro states, i and j, can be expressed
as:
Pij ≡

Pj
Ωj −∆Eij /RT
=
e
= e−∆Aij /RT
Pi
Ωi

(3.4)

When umbrella sampling potential is applied to the simulation, the sampled
probability ratio between two different micro states, i and j, can be expressed
as:

P ij

≡Pij e∆Bij /RT =
=

Ωj −∆E ij /RT
e
Ωi

Ωj −(∆Eij −∆Bij )
e
Ωi

(3.5)

= e−(∆Aij −∆Bij )/RT

where Bi denotes the biasing potential the system experieced at micro state i.
Therefore, based on the above equation, the unbiased difference of free
energy of the system at two different micro states can be recovered from the
statistics of biased simulation with the following equation:

∆Aij = ∆Bij − RT `nP ij

3.1.4

(3.6)

Simulation with Umbrella Sampling

Umbrella sampling is conducted as implemented in CHARMM to construct
the PMF profile with the inter-ion distance r, as the reaction coordinate.
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The negative value of the pre-determined analytical expression of the PMF
vs. SSD was actually employed as the umbrella potential. The results of the
simulation were then used to calculate the free energy difference of the system
as a function of r. This relationship was then compared to both the analytical
function and the PMF results obtained by a conventional molecular dynamics
simulation.
Figure 3.2 compares the sampling ranges from the standard MD simulation
and that from the biased MD simulation with the negative analytical PMF as
the umbrella potential (UMP). In the standard MD simulation, the N a+ and
Cl− ion in the system are closely associated throughout the entire simulation
due to the strong electrostatic interaction. In the whole 5 ns trajectory, the
inter-ion distance was tightly held around 2.7 Å. However, in the biased MD
simulation, the strong electrostatic interaction is compensated completely from
the umbrella potential and the N a+ and Cl− ions in the system thus assume a
random walk along the SSD as the reaction coordinate. Figure 3.2 shows this
strong effect from the umbrella sampling in an obvious manner such that the
inter-ion distance r, is sampled between 2.5 Å and 15 Å back and forth more
than 10 times along the 5 ns trajectory.
Figure 3.3 compares the PMF profile constructed from conventional molecular dynamics simulation to the umbrella potential biased molecular dynamics
simulation and the analytical solution from statistical thermodynamics. The
result from the standard MD simulation illustrates the sampling problem typically experienced when standard MD methods are applied to model a system
with a strong electrostatic interaction. As seen from the graph, only a very
tight range of r is sampled, which results in very distorted ∆A values that are
faraway from the analytical results. With biased sampling, however, the resulting PMF profile appears very close to the analytically determined values,
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of sampling range of conventional MD and UMPbiased MD
which nicely demonstrates that the biasing potential has reduced the large
energy barrier between the different micro states and improved the sampling
efficiency to a great extent.

Figure 3.3: PMF profile from conventional MD and UMP-biased MD and
theoretical result
This preliminary study thus demonstrates that the umbrella sampling algorithm is an effective way to improve the sampling range along the degree of
freedom, SSD, for the accurate calculation of the PMF profile for systems with
a strong electrostatic interaction. However, this algorithm requires the actual
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PMF profile be known a priori to be used in the simulation as the (negative)
umbrella potential, or else the umbrella potential to be employed in the simulation will have to be determined arbitrarily. With the simple NaCl system
discussed above, the simplicity of the system enabled me to derive the actual
PMF profile from statistical thermodynamics theory. However, for most situations, the system under investigation will be so complicated that theoretical
analysis of the actual PMF profile is not possible, thus requiring the umbrella
potential to be somehow determined to provide adequate sampling to calculate
the correct free energy profile from the simulation results.

3.1.5

Adaptive Umbrella Sampling

There are at least two different ways to overcome this intrinsic problem of
simple umbrella sampling. One is known as adaptive umbrella sampling (AUS)
and the other is known as windowed umbrella sampling (WUS)1 . In the AUS
algorithm,
1. the simulation starts with a short molecular dynamics simulation with
the conventional sampling method without a biasing potential, and a
preliminary PMF profile is constructed from the trajectory of this short
simulation.
2. A second MD simulation is performed with the negative of the above
generated preliminary PMF profile as the umbrella potential.
3. The PMF profiles from all of the previous short simulations are used to
generate a new PMF profile, which is smoothed through interpolation.
1

We did not try out windowed umbrella sampling with the Na-Cl system; we thought
adaptive umbrella sampling is more direct and more pertinent to our problem. Ironically,
when I looked at this retrospectively, this is the wrong choice. See Section 3.2 for details
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4. Perform step 2 and step 3 iteratively until a converged PMF profile
generated.
The usual implementation of AUS with smoothing and interpolation entails an arbitrary linear combination of polynomials and triangular functions,
which is chosen completely based on mathematical convenience rather than
on insight regarding the simulated phenomenon. As for peptide-surface interactions, insight into the shape of the PMF vs. SSD profile is provided by
the DLVO (Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey and Overbeek) theory[Overbeek 1977],
which states that peptide-surface interactions are dominated by non-bonded
interactions including van der Waals and electrostatic interactions. DLVO theory offers a simple mathematical formula with a few parameters to describe
these types of interactions. Inspired by this theory, a functional form with a
few terms to describe the electrostatic, van der Waals and hydration effects
can be selected to incorporate this insight into the interpolation function instead of smoothing and interpolation. This provides an advantage because the
analysis of the simulated data can be enhanced which enables the algorithm
to converge more rapidly, thus greatly improving the efficiency of the entire
process. I call this implementation DLVO-directed AUS.
Figure 3.4 shows the results of the AUS simulation for the N a+ and Cl−
system, with the results compared to the analytical solution for this problem.
As shown, the results from the AUS simulation provide excellent agreement
with the analytical solution over the entire SD range after a series of iterations
without reference to any a priori knowledge of the system PMF profile.

3.1.6

Discussion and Conclusion

With a simple N a+ and Cl− system, I tested a simple umbrella sampling algorithm and an adaptive umbrella sampling algorithm. Thanks to the simplicity
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Figure 3.4: PMF profile for Na-Cl system from adaptive umbrella sampling
of the model system, I was able to obtain an analytical PMF profile for our
simulation results to compare the simulation results with. Both of the algorithms gave promising results, and improved the sampling efficiency along the
SSD as the degree of freedom to a great extent.
While the AUS method provides a PMF profile as a function of SSD, I
also realized that the full PMF surface for peptide-surface interactions could
be expected to be much more complicated and also would depend on many
other factors besides SSD, including the conformation of the peptide and the
geometry and the functional group distribution of the SAM surface. These
factors are difficult to be included in the simulation as well-defined degrees of
freedom, thus providing difficulties for the AUS method. However, all these
factors can be addressed collectively by a random walk in the temperature or
potential energy space during the simulation. This can thus be handled by
the second class of re-weighting algorithms that were introduced above, such
as the REMD method. These methods were then evaluated on a much more
complicated system, as presented in as in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.
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3.2

Windowed Umbrella Sampling

The thermodynamic property that is most important for characterizing the
adsorption behavior of a protein on a surface is the change in free energy (∆A)
for the interaction between the peptide residues making up the protein and the
functional groups of the surface, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. However, due to
the complexity of this type of molecular system, conventional MD simulations,
which provide Boltzmann sampling, do not sample the configurational space
sufficiently (See Section 2.5 for details) for the calculation of ∆A within a
practical time frame. To address this issue, I investigated the development
and application of non-Boltzmann sampling algorithms that can be efficiently
applied to calculate ∆A for peptide-surface interactions.

Figure 3.5: Peptide/SAM surface system used in Windowed Umbrella Sampling simulation for calculation of adsorption free energy
In Section 3.1, I presented the application of the standard umbrella sam-
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pling (US) algorithm and the adaptive umbrella sampling (AUS) algorithm
for the calculation of the ∆A vs. separation distance (SD) relationship. I
also implemented these algorithms for the same peptide/SAM surface system
that were investigated by Raut as discussed in Section 2.5 using conventional
molecular dynamics. However, both of these methods where found to have
intrinsic limitations. The standard umbrella sampling algorithm requires the
shape of the free energy surface be known a priori, which is impossible for any
complicated system of significant interest, while adaptive umbrella sampling
(AUS) uses non-Boltzmann algorithms combined with the weighted histogram
analysis method (WHAM) to generate the free energy surface over the full
range of the designated reaction coordinate (RC) in an automated manner.
The AUS method starts from zero biasing potential and hence requires no a
priori knowledge. However, while very effective for a simple system such as
N a+ and Cl− in vacuum, it is not suitable for a peptide/SAM surface system
in explicit solvent because not only must it overcome a large barrier on the
free energy landscape, but also the slow process of molecular diffusion prevents
the system from exploring a significantly large span of SSD within a reasonable time period. Preliminary study shows that AUS thus always tends to
overestimate the free energy barrier along SSD as a degree of freedom because
the diffusion-limited sampling is treated as limited sampling due to an energy
barrier. In order to overcome the limitations of the above two methods, the
present research investigated another well known variant of umbrella sampling
known as windowed umbrella sampling (WUS). In this method, the system
is simulated with a harmonic constraining potential to confine the system to
effectively stay within a prescribed SSD range that is incrementally varied in
an overlapping manner over the entire SSD range; hence, producing a series of
overlapping sampling windows. The simulation data from all windows are then
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combined together using WHAM to produce a probability distribution over the
entire SSD space,from which adsorption free energy can be determined.

3.2.1

Experimental System and Methods

The peptide/SAM surface system (Figure 3.5) used for these studies consisted
of a nine residue peptide, G4 − K − G4 , in the zwitterionic form, a SAM surface with COOH/COO− functionalized surface layer (number ratio 9:1) in
a square solvent box with dimensions of 44.73Å×43.04Å×59.46Å filled with
TIP3P water. The water box was buffered to the physiological saline concentration about 140mM N aCl to simulate a body-fluid environment. Twenty-six
windows with the peptide/SAM surface separation distance spanning from 4Å
to 29Å were prepared with neighboring windows separated at 1.0 Å. Each window was simulated at 310K for 200ps, 400ps, 600ps, 800ps, and 1000ps. The
harmonic restraining potential with the following formula:
1
Hc = − k(θ − θi,0 )2 , i = 1, 2, ..., 26.
2

(3.7)

k = 2.0, θi,0 = i + 3.0

(3.8)

with

where θ denotes the reaction coordinate, i.e. SSD, i denotes the ith window;
and θi,0 is the balance reaction coordinate position of the ith window, and k
is the spring constant.
The PMF profile was then obtained from all the combined trajectory data
from each simulation window using the weighted histogram analysis method
(WHAM)2 .
2

For windowed umbrella sampling, Alan Grossfield has published a C implementation
at his personal website: http://dasher.wustl.edu/alan/. We extended his implementation
by incorporating DLVO-type umbrella potential to facilitate our DLVO-directed umbrella
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3.2.2

Results and Discussion

Figure 3.6 presents the results of the windowed umbrella sampling simulation
for the model system described above, with the results fitted with a DLVO
type potential. The conventional procedure of windowed umbrella sampling
methods entails determing sampling convergence based on the length of the
simulation; i.e., comparing PMF profiles constructed from simulations of different lengths of time such as 200ps, 400ps, 600ps, 800ps, and 1000ps or more,
and finding the minimum length of simulated time that is required for the
PMF profile to stabilize and no longer change with time. This procedure reasons that if the calculated PMF profiles converge at some length of simulation
then longer simulations will not be necessary and the converged PMF profile
should be regarded as the true PMF profile of the system under investigation.
As shown, the results converge well when the simulation time goes to 800ps
with close agreement achieved between the 800ps and 1000ps results. The
global minimum of the potential well is located around SSD 6.5 Å and the
depth of the potential well is about 2.7 kcal/mol.

Figure 3.6: Calculated adsorption free energy of a peptide/SAM surface system
with Windowed Umbrella Sampling
sampling.
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It is beneficial to compare this convergence policy to that of adaptive umbrella sampling. In adaptive umbrella sampling, we look for convergence between successive short simulation runs. With that policy, we reasoned that if
the calculated PMF profile till now is good enough, then if you put its negative
into the next simulation there should be no obvious gains from the previous
simulation, i.e., the calculated PMF profile will finally converge to the true
PMF profile in the end. Following this argument, the AUS convergence policy can always guaranttee the true PMF profile. So if the WUS convergence
policy gives also the true PMF profile, then if the negative of the converged
PMF profile is added to the force field and the WUS procedure repeated, the
probability density distribution as a function of SSD should flattern out, and
when corrected by removing the bias potential, the same PMF profile should
be obtained as in the original WUS simulation. I performed this analysis,
however, as shown in Figure 3.7, this did not result in the same PMF profile
as the original PMF profile as expected.

Figure 3.7: Problems of WUS convergence policy
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3.3

Standard Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics

The model system described in Section 3.2 and displayed in Figure 3.5 contains a nine-residue peptide. In a peptide, just as in a protein molecule, the
φ − ψ dihedral angles in the chain backbone of each amino acid residue largely
determine the energetic state of the whole molecule. Multiple local minima
exist in the potential energy surface of the peptide and accurate calculation
of adsorption free energy of such a peptide onto a SAM surface has to adequately sample over the entire φ − ψ conformational space. This type of
sampling is not necessarily provided with windowed umbrella sampling algorithms since there the only degree of freedom that is taken into account is the
surface separation distance. An additional advanced sampling algorithms thus
must be combined with this method to properly sample the molecular system.
The sampling algorithms that have been developed for conformational space
sampling are collectively called generalized-ensemble algorithms [Mitsutake
et al. 2001], including the multicanonical algorithm, the simulated tempering
algorithm, and the replica exchange method. These methods overcome the
multiple-minima problem by performing a simulation in a generalized ensemble where each state is weighted with a non-Boltzmann probability weighting
factor so that a random walk in potential energy space may be realized.
In the multicanonical algorithm, each energy state of the system is weighted
by a non-Boltzmann weight factor referred to as the multicanonical weighting factor, which is inversely proportional to the density of states. Since the
density of states in a complex system is usually unknown, the multicanonical weighting factor can only be determined through iterations of short trial
simulations. Once the optimal multicanonical weighting factor is determined,
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a long multicanonical simulation is then performed once. Similarly in simulated tempering, there is a non-Boltzmann weighting factor for each of the
energetic states. However, in simulated tempering, temperatures are updated
during the iterations and the best reweighting factor corresponding to each
temperature is determined and then a long simulated tempering is run once
with the determined reweighting factors. So for both of the above algorithms,
the reweighting factors are not known a priori and have to be determined by
non-trivial iterations of short trial simulations.
The replica exchange method, is a further development of the simulated
tempering algorithm and largely alleviates the difficulty of determining the
reweighting factors iteratively. In the replica exchange algorithm, non-interacting
replicas at different temperatures are set up and simulated simultaneously
and independently with a conventional molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo
method. After a designated number of simulation steps through the whole
simulation, replicas at neighboring temperatures are exchanged with a transition probability based on Metropolis criteria[Mitsutake et al. 2001]. The
reweighting factors are exactly the product of the Boltzmann factors of each
replica, so they do not have to be iteratively determined.

3.3.1

Simulation Specifications

A properly designed replica exchange molecular dynamics simulation should
be conducted in the way that the simulation results can address the following
questions:
1. Are the temperatures optimally distributed?
2. Are the number of replicas sufficient?
3. Is the highest temperature high enough?
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The first question is known as the optimal replica allocation problem. The
best treatment of this problem till now is [Rathore et al. 2005]. Rathore noted
that potential energy distribution for each replica at a specified temperature
can be modeled as a Gaussian distribution:
1
−(E − E)2
P (E) = √
exp
2σ 2
2πσ
"

#

(3.9)

Then he reasoned that acceptance probability of exchange depends on the
overlap area of the above probability density curves of the neighboring temperatures. The overlap he calculated is as follows:
"

Aoverlap

∆E
= erf c √
2 2σm

#

(3.10)

where
erf c(x) =

Z +∞
x

2
√ exp(−t2 )dt
π

(3.11)

So the temperatures would be optimally distributed if we set


∆E
σm


Ti

∆E
=
σ




(3.12)
target

where ∆E = E(Ti ) − E(Ti−1 ) and σm = [σ(Ti ) + σ(Ti−1 ]/2.
Rathore compared this method to that of using a geometric distribution
and concluded that the method he proposed is superior. However, he also
commented that if the specific heat of the system does not change much along
with temperature, then the geometric distribution can still perform almost optimally. As for the simulational system in this research, we can safely employ
a geometric distribution of temperatures to obtain a nearly optimal performance since the specific heat of a TIP3P water box does not change dramatically within the temperature range 310K − 400K,which was selected as the
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temperature range for my simulation.
The second question can be answered of the average of exchange ratio
between neighboring replicas. If the average exchange ratio is around 15%,
which is widely accepted as a good empirical value, then the number of replicas
is considered to be appropriate. In Rathore’s distribution, this parameter can
be controled by setting the targeted value of

∆E
σ

at a reasonable level.

The third question about whether the highest temperature level is high
enough remains open. Ideally, the highest temperature has to be sufficiently
high to enable the system to escape all the local minima on the potential
energy surface within a reasonable period of simulation time. In practice,
a high temperature sufficient for that purpose might not be attainable due
to limited computing resources. For example, in an REMD simulation of a
peptide/SAM surface model with explicit water molecules, no more than three
or four degrees between the temperatures of neighboring replicas is necessary to
ensure the exchange ratio remains about 15%. Therefore, hundreds of replicas
are required to span the temperature range between 310K − 1000K if one sets
the highest temperature as 1000K to overcome local minima on the potential
energy surface within a reasonably short simulation time.
For this research, I selected the highest temperature at 400K due to the
limited computing resources. The number of replicas needed to span the temperature range from 310K to 400K for this size system was determined to be
24. Each replica was simulated for 2ns with exchange attempted every 1 ps,
which is equivalent to 500 molecular dynamics steps with a time step of 2 fs.

3.3.2

Results and Discussion

Table 3.1 shows the neighboring replica temperatures and the corresponding
acceptance ratio attained. Statistically, the acceptance ratio is distributed
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Pairs of Temperatures (K)
310↔313
313↔316
316↔320
320↔324
324↔327
327↔331
331↔335
335↔338
338↔342
342↔346
346↔350
350↔354
354↔358
358↔362
362↔366
366↔370
370↔374
374↔378
378↔382
382↔386
386↔391
391↔395
395↔400

Acceptance Ratio
0.27750
0.24450
0.16000
0.11750
0.26800
0.16000
0.16000
0.27400
0.16350
0.19800
0.19450
0.18150
0.20650
0.17100
0.20400
0.22200
0.21700
0.20250
0.21550
0.23850
0.16050
0.24900
0.22450

Table 3.1: Acceptance ratio of the standard REMD simulation G4 KG4 /COOH
system
around µ = 20.48% with standard error σ = 4.2%. These results indicate
that the replica exchange simulation performed well, and that the temperature
distribution between the replicas was almost optimal as evidenced by the small
standard error of the acceptance ratios.
As discussed above, the reason I investigated REMD for my model system
was to enhance the conformational space sampling for the system. Figure 3.8
shows that REMD accomplished this purpose to some degree. The first plot
shows the φ − ψ dihedral angles distribution of the middle residue K in a standard canonical MD simulation and second plot shows the distribution obtained
from a standard REMD simulation. As apparent, the REMD simulation gives
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a slightly more dispersed φ − ψ distribution than the conventional MD simulation. An REMD simulation spanning a higher temperature range with a
longer simulation time would be expected to show substantial differences.
While REMD can enhance the conformational sampling of the peptide,
further analysis of the simulation results from standard REMD shows that
REMD also has its intrinsic problems for the model system in our research.
Figure 3.9 is the time series of temperature exchange of one of the replicas.
An ideal situation is that every replica in the generalized ensemble can realize
a random walk in the temperature space, from the lowest 310K to the highest
400K, back and forth. However, from within this figure, we see that this sampled replica visited only the temperatures below 335K We give the following
explanation for this: We have 2ns simulation with exchange attempt made
every 1 ps, so we can have 2000 data points. For the first replica starting from
310K to visit 400K, it takes

1.0
0.223

≈ 1.0 × 1016 attempts on average, which is

not realistic for any simulation. Since the probability of exchanging a conformation of particular interest (i.e., very low potential energy) from a higher
temperature down the temperature “ladder” is very favorable (i.e., ≈ 1.0) that
it will more likely be passed down further in the chain, the real number of
attempts required for a “walk-through” will be much smaller than the average
number of attempts by one or two orders of magnitude. Even so, the rate of
diffusion accross the temperature space is still very slow. Based on this perspective, the limited number of temperature levels visited in Figures 3.9 and
3.10. Within 2000 attempts, the highest temperature that the first replica can
visit should be `n(1.0/2000)/`n(0.2) + 2 ≈ 7 replicas away, which is 335K.
Figure 3.10 describes the same problem from a second perspective. It shows
that the lowest temperature, 310K, was visited only by replicas between 1 and
8 during the 2ns simulation. An ideal random walk for the temperature in the
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(a) Standard molecular dynamics

(b) Replica exchange molecular dynamics

Figure 3.8: Distribution of the dihedral angles (φ, ψ) of the middle residue K
in the peptide:(a) T = 310K from a 2ns regular canonical MD simulation,(b)
T = 310K from the standard REMD simulation
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Figure 3.9: Time series of temperature exchange for one of the replicas in
standard REMD
replica “space” was thus not realized. Again, based on the analysis above, it
might not be a great option to overcome this problem by simply lengthening
the simulation. The longest simulation with molecular dynamics reported till
now is one microsecond, which is still far away from the order of magnitude
required for a “walk-through” of the entire temperature space desired. Fortunately, this problem can be addressed very well at least in two different way,
one is through replica exchange with solute tempering (REST), which will be
discussed in the next Section 3.4, the other is through temperature interval
with global energy reassignment (TIGER3 ), which has recently been developed by other colleagues in our laboratory group and which may provide a
means of eliminating the temperature-space diffusion problem inherent in the
conventional REMD method.
Figure 3.11 gives the surface separation distance (SSD) time series at
T = 310K in the 2 ns standard REMD trajectory. It shows that SSD is
mainly sampled between 6Å and 12Å during the whole simulation. Generally
speaking, the system is still stuck within the strong electrostatic interaction
potential energy well. This is a manifestation that although the REMD is a
great sampling algorithm for conformational-space random walking, it might
3
TIGER is not part of this research, so in this dissertation we will not discuss how to use
TIGER to address this problem. However, the author believe it is worthwhile to investigate
into this.
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Figure 3.10: Time series of replica exchange at T = 310K in standard REMD
not be a good option to deal with the local minima located along other degrees
of freedom other than those in the conformational space especially when the
minima to be sampled differ by several kcal/mol or more.

Figure 3.11: SSD time series at T = 310K in standard REMD

3.3.3

Conclusion

Standard REMD is sufficient for handling conformational space sampling issues in the protein adsorption simulation applications. However, its ability to
address the degree of freedom spanning states over a relatively large difference in energy, such as surface separation distance is very limited compared
to umbrella sampling algorithms for treating SSD as the degree of freedom.
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3.4

Replica Exchange with Solute Tempering

The replica exchange with solute tempering (REST) [Liu et al. 2005] is a
method proposed by Liu et al. The main purpose of this method is to reduce
the number of CPUs required by regular REMD for simulations with explicit
water. In their method, the general framework of regular REMD is well preserved but the energy term used to test the Metropolis criteria is changed to a
term that scales much better than the standard algorithm. They subdivide the
model system into two parts: a central part (p) and the bath or environment
(w). The potential energy is expressed as

E0 (X) = Ep (X) + Epw (X) + Eww (X)

(3.13)

where Ep , Epw , Eww are, the internal energy of the central part (for our system,
it is the protein), the interaction energy between the central part and the
environment (for our system, it is the interaction energy between the protein
and the water), and internal energy of the environment (for our system, it is
the interactions between water molecules with each other), respectively. In a
REST simulation, the potential energy surface of the replicas at Tm is scaled
as
"

#

"

#

β0
β0 + βm
Em (X) = Ep (X) +
Ep w(X) +
Ew w(X)
βm
2βm

(3.14)

In this way, the energy term that used in the Metropolis criteria test is greatly
simplified as
1
1
∆nm = (βn − βm )[(Ep (Xm ) + Epw (Xm )) − (Ep (Xn ) + Epw (Xn ))] (3.15)
2
2
which is free of the large energy term of Ew w due to algebraic cancelling out.
If one accepts the scaling of the potential energy surface at each replica in
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Pairs of Temperatures (K)
310↔337
337↔367
367↔400

Acceptance Ratio
0.221
0.198
0.212

Table 3.2: Acceptance ratio of the REST simulation G4 KG4 /COOH system
Equation 3.14 as sound, this technique is greatly reduces the number of replicas
required in the replica exchange simulations because of the elimination of the
largest energy contribution, Eww , which causes the poor scaling behavior in a
regular REMD simulation.

3.4.1

Results and Discussion

By using the REST algorithm, for the same model system as we used in previous standard REMD simulation, I was able to reduce the number of replicas
needed to span the temperature range from 310 to 400K from 24 to 4. Using a
geometric distribution, the temperatures of the four replicas were distributed
as 310K, 337K, 367K, and 400K.
Table 3.2 shows the neighboring replica temperatures and the corresponding acceptance ratio for the REST simulation. Statistically, the acceptance
ratio was distributed around µ = 21.03% with standard error σ = 0.67%.
So we can say that the replica exchange simulation performed well, with an
acceptance ratio above 21.03%, with the temperature distribution among the
replicas being evenly balanced as evidenced by the small standard error of the
acceptance ratio. It is notable that with merely 4 replicas spanning the same
temperature range, REST attains even better acceptance ratio compared to
that of standard REMD 20.48% with 24 replicas.
As discussed in last Section 3.3, for 2 ns simulation consisting of 2000
attempts, the number of replicas that can be successfully “walked-through” is
no more than 8. A direct consequence from this is that now any replica can
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realize a random walk in the entire temperature space and any temperature
can realize a random walk in entire replica “space” since the total number of
replicas employed in REST is only 4, half of the upper bound number of 8.
This behavior is clearly shown in Figures 3.12 and 3.13, with the resulting
φ − ψ conformational space sampled shown in Figure 3.14.

Figure 3.12: Time series of temperature exchange for one of the replicas in
REST

Figure 3.13: Time series of replica exchange at T = 310K in REST
Although REST overcomes one of the problems in regular REMD by reducing the total number of replicas required for spanning the same temperature
range, it shares the same intrinsic shortcoming that it has limited ability to
sample along degrees of freedom other than those in the conformational space
as evidenced in Figure 3.15. In addition, the REST simulation algorithm,
does not consider energy contributions from water-water interactions, and if
these types of interactions play an important role in overall system, which
is expected, especially, for a hydrophobically driven adsorption process, the
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(a) Standard replica exchange molecular dynamics

(b) Replica exchange molecular dynamics with solute tempering

Figure 3.14: Distribution of the dihedral angles (φ, ψ) of the middle residue
K in the peptide: (a) T = 310K from a 2ns regular REMD simulation, (b)
T = 310K from the REST simulation.
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neglect of these interactions will obviously result in errors in the resulting
ensemble that develops during the simulation.

Figure 3.15: SSD time series at T = 310K in the REST simulation

3.4.2

Conclusion

REST overcomes one problem in standard REMD and provides a very efficient method of realizing a random walk through the entire temperature space
within limited simulation time. However, its ability to address the other degree of freedom, such as surface separation distance, is very limited compared
to umbrella sampling algorithms for the treatment of SSD as the degree of
freedom, just the same as standard REMD.

3.5

Summary

A series of non-Boltzmann sampling algorithms were discussed in this chapter
as a preliminary investigation into various algorithms including simple umbrella sampling, adaptive umbrella sampling, and windowed umbrella sampling
(which used SSD as the degree of freedom of interest i.e., the reaction coordinate), the standard replica exchange molecular dynamics, and replica exchange
with solute tempering, with emphasis on conformational-space sampling of the
peptide.
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For each simulation experiment, the simulation model system was described, the theoretical background of the underlying simulation algorithm
was introduced, and the simulation results were analysed with an emphasis on
the advantages and disadvantages of the underlying simulation algorithm.
Generally speaking, the first class of non-Boltzmann sampling with umbrella potential can realize sufficient sampling along a predefined reaction
coordinate such as the SSD, but results in insufficient conformational space
sampling when a protein or peptide molecule is used as the model system; The
second class of non-Boltzmann sampling with the replica exchange method
can provide sufficient sampling within the conformational space of the peptide
or protein molecules in the model system but tend to not be able to escape
from a deep potential energy well that is caused when a peptide is strongly
attracted to a surface.
It is natural to speculate that a combination of both classes of sampling
algorithms might be able to offer a way to overcome both of these issues,
thus providing an effective means to calculate the adsorption free energy for
the interaction of a peptide with a functionalized surface by sufficiently sampling both conformational space and the SSD space as a dual set of reaction
coordinates. Such a method can be named as replica exchange umbrella sampling or biased replica exchange molecular dynamics (biased REMD). Since
Okamoto used replica exchange umbrella sampling for something else in his
paper[Murata et al. 2004] I will use the term “biased REMD” in our research.
The implementation of this method and simulation experiment that will be
presented in Chapter 5 is based on an even simpler model system, which composed of the interaction of one sodium ion interacting with a single charged
carboxylate group presented by a SAM surface instead of a peptide-surface
system, which was selected to more clearly study the performance of this type
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of algorithm combination.
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Chapter 4
Software Toolkits: STEPS,TASNoB
and CHARMM GUI

4.1

Introduction

The successful implementation of molecular dynamics methods for the simulation of biological systems during the past few decades is integrally linked
with simulation software development. The best known and most widely
used packages for molecular dynamics simulation include packages such as
CHARMM[Brooks 1983],GROMACS[Berendsen et al. 1995],AMBER[Case et al.
2005], and many others.
These packages were developed over many years and most of them are
designed for general purpose molecular dynamics simulation of designated biological and/or chemical systems of interest, which were complemented with
various add-ons from time to time when novel algorithms or new groups of force
field parmeters became available. None of these methods,however, have been
specifically designed for peptide/biomaterials simulation studies; thus making
their application to this type of system a particularly challenging problem.
Taking CHARMM – the package famous for its success in protein folding– as
an example: there is no residue topology file directly available for modeling
different functionalized alkanethiol self-assembled monolayer surfaces, there is
no direct way to generate a water box of customized dimension and shape,
there is no direct method to generate a peptide of specified secondary struc-

ture, and there is no replica exchange molecular dynamics package readily
available for enhance sampling using a combination of temperature and SSD
as a reaction coordinate. While a toolkit called MMTSB (Multiscale Modeling Tools for Structural Biology) has been developed that provides an REMD
interface to CHARMM, it is not flexible enough for extension with specific
variants of algorithms that are necessary for this present area of research; such
as for umbrella sampling. Although CHARMM does provide two modules,
RXNCOR and AUS, that have been specifically designed to provide umbrella
sampling capabilities for enhanced sampling, neither of them are designed to be
able to use SSD directly as the reaction coordinate. Thus, generally speaking,
although the modeling tasks for peptide/biomaterial surface adsorption simulation can be implemented with CHARMM, they require code modifications
that are extremely tedious and time-consuming to implement.
An automated, easy-to-use software toolkit is thus needed for peptide/biomaterial surface model building and simulation to facilitate the molecular simulation of peptide-surface interactions. These toolkits are described in the following sections.In Section 4.2, STEPS(Simulation Template Engine for Peptides at Surfaces) is presented. This toolkit was designed for generating molecular models of peptide/SAM surface systems with an explicit water box that is
buffered with N a+ and Cl− ions at physiological concentration (133mM ). In
Section 4.3, TASNoB (Toolkit for Advanced Sampling with Non-Boltzmann
algorithm) is presented. This toolkit was developed to support replica exchange molecular dynamics, standard umbrella sampling,adaptive umbrella
sampling, windowed umbrella sampling, biased replica exchange molecular
dynamics, replica exchange molecular dynamics with solute tempering, and
TIGER (Temperature Intervals with Global Energy Reassignment), and other
simulation protocols that can be directly applied to the system generated from
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STEPS. In Section 4.4, the development of a graphical user interface (GUI) for
CHARMM is presented, which provides an interface for the implementation
of STEPS and TASNoB in CHARMM. Each of these toolkits was developed
using Python language. In Section 4.5, a general conclusion about the current
capability of each toolkit is described and an overview is presented regarding
how they can be extend it and further development for future needs.

4.2

STEPS: Simulation Template Engine for
Peptides at Surfaces

As previously discussed, CHARMM provides the basic framework for modeling tasks for the simulation of peptide/SAM surface adsorption with explicit
water, but the modeling process entails setting up topology files for SAM chain
residues, creating a peptide of a specified sequence and secondary structure,
creating a water box with customized dimension and shape, putting the above
three parts together, buffering the system to physiological concentration of
133mM NaCl, and stabilizing the constructed system with basic minimization
and molecular dynamics simulations. This overall process involves about 20
CHARMM scripts and 100 more ancillary files, with the overall process being very tedious, time-consuming and error-prone. As part of this research
effort, I developed the toolkit called Simulation Template Engine for Peptide
at Surfaces (STEPS) to facilitate the above process from beginning to end in
an automated fashion, thus providing much more flexibility than is currently
provided in the plain CHARMM program. This shortens the whole process of
model building and subsequent simulation to one or two lines of python code.
This enables system setup to be conducted with CHARMM as the underlying
simulation and modeling engine within a few seconds to a few minutes so a
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researcher can concentrate more on the biological significance of the problem
under investigation rather than the tedious modeling details.
This section describes the STEPS toolkit and provides details about its
function, flexibility, limitations and more importantly, it documents its usage.
This section will not detail the implementation of STEPS and researchers
interested in are referred to the source code listings in the appendix of this
dissertation.

4.2.1

Generation of Peptide within STEPS

Figure 4.1 demonstrates peptides with various conformations generated with
STEPS. The way STEPS is used to generate a peptide is by first defining
a class peptide peptide.py. The peptide is defined by a designated series of
amino-acid residues. The usage of peptide class is described as follows:
from peptide import peptide
sequ = " TGTGTGTGKGTGTGTGT "
peptide ( sequ , conf = ’a ’ , patch =1)
This generates a peptide with 17 residues "
TGTGTGTGKGTGTGTGT " with a α- helix conformation and
patched with residue ACE ( acetylation ) and
residue CT2 ( amination )
Algorithm 4.1: Generating a Peptide with STEPS
Algorithm 4.1 outputs the CHARMM script to generate the peptide and
the corresponding PSF, PDB, CRD files for future usage and reference and
also leaves a peptide object in the STEPS environment, with the following
properties:
Residue sequence The sequence of residues is supplied as a string with one
of the following formats:
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1. XXXXXXXXX (X represents the one-letter code for each residue;
e.g., V=valine)
2. XXX-XXX-XXX-XXX (XXX is the three-letter code for each residue;
e.g., VAL=valine)
Patching schemes The patches used at both ends
1. Use 0 for default patching scheme in CHARMM, i.e., zwitterionic.
2. Use 1 for patching with ACE (acetylation) and CT2 (amination).
Peptide conformation For a short peptide, the conformation is not as significant as it is for large protein molecules; however, the following conformations are implemented for flexibility.
1. stick or rigid rod (all trans conformation)
2. α-helix,the default conformation
3. random coil
4. β-sheet

4.2.2

Generation of Water Box within STEPS

STEPS facilitate the generation of a water box with TIP3P of various shapes
and customized dimension. The algorithm starts from a small primitive water box of cubic shape with edge length 18.856Å. This primitive water box is
borrowed from Lennart Nilsson[Nilsson 2003]. It is a box of 216 3-site water
molecules equilibrating at 1 atm pressure. Based on the customized dimension
and shape of the water box, an orthogonal shape with the dimension sized
to accommodate the targeted box designation will be generated through piling up multiple primitive water boxes. Inclusion and exclusion of each water
molecules in this large shape is calculated based on geometry.
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(a) α-Helix conformation

(b) Random coil comformation

(c) Rod-shaped extended comformation

Figure 4.1: Examples of peptides with three different conformation generated
with STEPS peptide class
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The way STEPS generates a water box is by designating class watbox defined in wbox.py. Currently, one can define a water box of five different shapes
including square (orthogonal), cubic, rhomboid,hexagonal and spherical. The
water box class also has a function to generate physiological saline that is
isotonic with blood. For this concentration, there is exactly one sodium ion
(N a+ ) and one chlorine ion (Cl− ) for every 415 water molecules (H2 O). So, an
isotonic saline buffer can be generated by replacing randomly chosen two water
molecules out of every 415, one for Na and one for Cl, so the overall number
ratio is kept as 1:415. Algorithm 4.2 describes the usage of class watbox.
from wbox import watbox
shapes =[ ’ cubic ’ , ’ square ’ , ’ rhomboid ’ , ’ hexagonal ’ , ’
spherical ’]
mybox = watbox (4 ,[56.0 ,56.0 ,56.0] ,[25.0 ,37.0 ,55.0] ,
showoff =0)
The above code generates a spherical water box of
radius 56.0 at position [25.0 ,37.0 ,55.0]. After
generation , the water box will not be displayed by
vmd ( showoff =0) .
mybox . gen_buffer ()
This line buffers the generated water box with a
number of NaCl molecules to meet the physiological
contration of 133 mM .
Algorithm 4.2: Generating a water sphere with STEPS
The convenient class watbox can be used to generate a variety of water
boxes with customized shape, orientation, dimension and position. Figure 4.2
gives four examples among the many possibilities that can be generated.
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(a) Vertical Perspective of a Hexagonal (b) Horizontal Perspective of a Hexagonal
Water Box
Water Box

(c) Vertical Perspective of a Rhomboid Wa- (d) Horizontal Perspective of a Rhomboid
ter Box
Water Box

(e) Perspective of a Spherical Water Box (f) Horizontal Perspective of a Buffered
Cubic Water Box

Figure 4.2: Examples of water boxes with customized shape with STEPS
waterbox class
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4.2.3

Generation of SAM Surfaces within STEPS

As discussed earlier, CHARMM package does not offer the residue topology
files that are directly applicable for modeling a self-assembled monolayer surface. So together with STEPS scripts, there is a residue topology file (RTF) defined for seven different types of capping functional groups including −COO− ,
−COOH, −OH , −CH3 , −N H3+ ,−N H2 and OEG functionalization.
The geometrical parameters of the SAM surface follows [Ulman et al. 1989].
Packing structures from n-alkanethiol chemisorbed on Au(111) were established with ellipsometry,grazing-angle FTIR spectroscopy, helium diffraction
and STM methods by many authors [Li et al. 1998]. The chains on the SAM
surface assumes hexagonal shape with inter-chain spacing of 4.97 Å. The chain1
has an in-plane tilting angle of θ = 32 ◦ and an outof-plane tilting angle of
θ0 = 22 ◦ . The chain also has a self twisting angle about 1 ◦ . The chains are
modeled as rigid rods which are regarded as adequate for identifying the above
parameters.
STEPS offers two classes for generating SAM surface with different shape,
size and capping functionality. One is class samsurf, which is used to generate a SAM surface composed of chains with the same capping functionality;
the other is class samcomb, which is capable of generating a SAM surface
from a combination of chains with different capping functionality. Mostly the
class samcomb is employed to generate a partially ionized SAM surface with
ionizable chains with functionality such as −COOH and −N H2 . Currently,
class samcomb has implemented two types of ionizable SAM surface of customizable shape and dimension including −COOH/COO− and −N H2 /N H3+ .
Figure 4.3 demonstrates three different shapes of SAM surface including or1

The angles and inter-chain spacing used here are cited from [Ulman et al. 1989], however,
it is worth noting that these values are used for modeling convenience and each special type
of SAMs surface might have a different set of values.
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thogonal, rhomboid and hexagonal geometries. These shapes denote the shape
of the unit cell other than the real shape of SAM surface. The real shape of
the SAM surface is always modeled as infinite through the CHARMM image
facility, with different unit cell shape requiring different CHARMM image settings. STEPS generate the PSF, PDF, CRD and the IMG file for a designated
SAM surface model.
The usage of classes samsurf and samcomb is described in Algorithm 4.3.
The first line of code generates a SAM surface consisting of 90 COOH-functionalized
chains with grossly square shape and a twisting angle of 1.0 ◦ . The second line
of code generates a SAM surface consisting of both COOH-functionalized
chains and COO− -functionalized chains with proportion of 1:9, respectively,
which represents 10% ionization of the surface groups.
from samgen import samsurf , samcomb
mysam = samsurf ( ’B ’ , ’Q ’ ,1.0)
comsam = samcomb ( ’A ’ , ’B ’ ,9 , ’H ’ , samType =1)
Algorithm 4.3: Generating SAM surfaces with STEPS
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(a) SAM Surface with an Orthogonal Shape

(b) SAM Surface with an Rhomboid Shape

(c) SAM Surface with an Hexagonal Shape

Figure 4.3: Examples of self-assembled monolayer surfaces with three different
unit shapes generated with STEPS samsurf and samcomb classes
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4.2.4

Generation of Peptide/SAM Model

Based on the facilities describes above, STEPS provides an integrated interface
for generating model systems consisting of a nine residue peptide, a SAM
surface and a TIP3P explicit water box with N a+ and Cl− ions at 133 mM
concentration. In a model system generated this way, the peptide is positioned
at the center of the water box and the water box is positioned immediately on
top of the SAM surface. The PSF, CRD and IMG file are all then automatically
generated for the designated model system.
The usage of class simpleSystem is described as in Algorithm 4.4 below.
This code generates a model system consisting of a SAM surface consisting of
both COOH−functionalized chains and COO− −functionalized chains (totaling 90 chains) with a proportion of 1:9, which represents 10% ionization, and
a G4 − K − G4 peptide with capped end-groups in a square shaped water box
with 133 mM N aCl. Figure 4.4 shows the model system generated with this
simple piece of code.
from simpleSystem import simpleSystem
mysys = simpleSystem ( ’ QHGK1 ’)
Conventional NVT molecular dynamics of 1 ns at
T = 310K of this system can be achieved by :
mysys . go_dynamics (310.0 ,1.0)
The full length usage of system is as follows :
sys0 = simpleSystem ( ’ qhgk1 ’ , watheight =35.0 , icethickness
=15.0 , dlvo = True , ice =1 , redo = True , pepPos =6.0 , withSam
= True , samType =1)
Algorithm 4.4: Example script for generating a model system of a peptide/SAM surfaces in a water box with 133 mM NaCl with STEPS
The following describes the parameters in the simpleSystem class:
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A. name The system name which specifies the components of the system.
B. watheight The height of the water box in the new system.
C. icethickness the thickness of the “ice” box which is used to remain fixed
in a molecular dynamics simulation to act as a border to separate free
water molecules at the top of the water box from the image of the bottom
of the SAM surface.
D. dlvo A boolean variable to specify whether the dlvo-type umbrella potential will be used in any following molecular dynamics simulation.
E. ice A boolean variable to specify whether to include an ice top or not.
F. redo A boolean variable to specify whether to re-generate the named system if there is already one in your file folder with the same name.
G. pepPos Specifying the vertical distance the mass center of the peptide
molecule from the mass center of the top carbon layer of the SAM surface.
This parameter is the initial surface separation distance of the system.
H. withSam A boolean variable to specify whether the SAM surface to be
included in the model system.
I. samType A switch variable between single-end functionalized SAM surface
or double-end functionalized SAM surface.

Naming Convention Used for Class simpleSystem Designation
The simplicity of STEPS simpleSystem usage benefits from a simple yet systematic naming convention. The users of the STEPS facility are expected to
be very familiar with this critical naming convention in order to use the simpleSystem class to generate various customized model peptide/SAM systems
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Figure 4.4: Examples of model system generated with STEPS in Algorithm
4.4
effectively and expediently for simulation experiments. The name of a simple
system consists of five letters.
The first letter represents the shape of the water box, hence this also defines
the shape of the simulation system. The shapes available and the corresponding letter representing the shape are described below:
Q: square shape
R: rhomboid shape
H: hexagonal shape
S: spherical shape
The second letter represents the capping functionality of the SAM surface. The
functionality available and the corresponding letter representing the shape are
described as follows:
A: chains with a −COO− functional group
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B: chains with a −COOH functional group
C: chains with a −OH functional group
D: chains with a −CH3 functional group
E: chains with a −N H3+ functional group
F: chains with a −N H2 functional group
H: chains with a −COO− /COOH functional groups with a proportion of 1:9
I: chains with a N H3+ /N H2 functional groups with a proportion of 1:9
The third letter represents the sequential types of the nine-residue model peptide. In this lab, currently we are interested in two different types of sequences: TGTG-X-GTGT or GGGG-X-GGGG. The X in the middle denotes
the “guest” residue that provides the peptide with its specific functional character. The specific design of these peptides was selected to fit conditions
previously developed from surface plasmon resonance (SPR) spectroscopy experiments in order to investigate the difference in the adsorption behavior of
different types of the amino acid residues. These two different types of amino
acid residues are represented by the standard single amino-acid letter codes T
and G, respectively.
The last digit of the STEPS code is a “0” or “1”, which designates the
patching scheme to be used at the N and C-termini of the peptide, i.e., what
type of functional groups are to be used at the N and C-termini of the peptide.
A “0” is used for the default patching scheme in CHARMM, which constructs
the peptide as zwitterionic, and a “1” is used for capping the N-terminus with
ACE (acetylation by -CH3 CO) and the C-terminus with CT2 (amination with
−N H2 ).
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Total number of systems this naming convention can be employed to construct is 2 × 7 × 2 × 22 = 616. Combined with all of the other optional
parameters in the simpleSystem class, STEPS is sufficient to generate a large
variety of peptide/SAM surface model systems for adsorption simulation experiments.

4.3

TASNoB: Toolkit for Advanced Sampling
with Non-Boltzmann Algorithms

This section introduces the toolkit that I developed for advanced sampling with
non-Boltzmann algorithms, which consists of two broad classes: temperature
based non-Boltzmann re-weighting algorithms and umbrella-potential based
non-Boltzmann re-weighting algorithms.

4.3.1

Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics

One of the most widely used algorithms among the first class of advanced
sampling methods is the replica exchange method (REMD). REMD is derived
from the replica exchange Monte Carlo method, which is also known as the
multiple Markov chain or parallel tempering method. REMD computes system properties by constructing a generalized ensemble independent of time.
This generalized ensemble consists of M non-interacting copies (or replicas)
of the original replica to make sure there is one and only one replica at each
temperature level (T ). Then the generalized ensemble evolves by alternating
two operations:
1. Each replica at a fixed T is simulated as a canonical ensemble simultaneously and independently for a certain number molecular dynamics
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steps;
2. A pair of replicas at adjacent temperatures are exchanged following a
Metropolis criteria.
The Metropolis criteria states that the probability of exchange between
replica i and j, which are at temperature Tm and Tn respectively, is obtained
by:





w(X→X 0 ) = 



∆ ≤ 0;

1,

where∆ = (βn − βm )(E(q [i] − E(q [j] ))(4.1)

exp(−∆), ∆ > 0;

E(q [i] ) and E(q [j] ) represent the potential energy of replica i and j at temperature m and n respectively.
This criteria assures that a detailed balance condition is maintained during the evolution of the molecular dynamics simulation, which is necessary for
the exchange process to finally converge towards an equilibrated, Boltzmannweighted distribution of states. The detailed balance states that the total
probability of the transformation from a generalized ensemble state X to state
X 0 , which is calculated as the product of weighting factor of state X and transition probability from state X to state X 0 , is the same as the total transition
probability from state X 0 to state X:

Wrem (X)w(X→X 0 ) = Wrem (X 0 )w(X 0 →X)

(4.2)

with
(

Wrem = exp −

M
X

)

βm H(q, p)

m=1

where q is the coordinate and p is the momenta.
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(4.3)

Aiming at a random walk in the temperature or potential energy space,
REMD is especially useful when the simulation system has a corrugated potential energy surface separating multiple energy minima that are within a
few kcal/mol from one another. It is supposed to behave well in free energy
simulations where a specific reaction coordinate cannot be well defined as the
dominating degree of freedom.

4.3.2

REMD implementation

The REMD algorithm is intrinsically parallel and can be parallelized trivially
by any parallel programming framework. I utilize pyMPI for this purpose,
which is an extension set designed to provide parallel operation for Python
on distributed, parallel machines using the MPI protocol. The functions that
TASNoB uses from pyMPI include broadcasting from controlling processes to
working replicas and blocking send and receive functions to exchange temperatures between target replicas when necessary. The mpi.barrier() function
is also utilized to synchronize the working processes at various stages of the
algorithm execution.
This ad hoc package is structured to progress by the following steps:
1. Model system initialization
2. REMD configuration file parsing
3. If there is restart file, read it and parse it to initialize the global parameter
list including the total number of replicas, total number of exchange
attempts, current exchange attempt number, acceptance ratio, exchange
permutation history; otherwise, initialize as default for the first step.
4. Broadcasting the all global parameters to all working replicas
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5. Perform the following loop:
(a) Run one round short molecular dynamics at each replica;
(b) Apply the Metropolis criteria to determine whether to exchange
temperature levels between the neighboring replicas or not;
(c) Adjust the global parameter list accordingly through MPI protocol;
(d) Go to Step 5a until current exchange attempt number equals to the
total number of exchange attempt;
6. Post processing of the simulation result, including output of the exchange
ratios for each pair of temperature levels, DCD trajectory of each replica,
generating graphics for various time series, etc.

4.3.3

REMD Package Validation and Testing

As with any other software, upon completion of coding and debugging, we still
have to answer the questions:
1. Does the software do the right job?
2. Does the software do the job right?
This is the task of software testing.

We adopted the simple model that

Okamoto used in his seminal publication of replica-exchange molecular dynamics [Sugita and Okamoto 1999]. It is a penta-peptide, Met-enkephalin, in
gas phase. Its amino-acid sequence is Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Met. The N and C
termini of the peptide was blocked with acetyl and N-methyl groups, respectively. The time step was set to 0.5fs and replica exchange is tried every 10fs,
i.e., 20 steps. Eight replicas with temperatures distributed exponentially as
200, 239, 286, 342, 409, 489, 585, 700K. The dielectric constant was set as 1.0.
All the above settings were kept the same as the original paper. 2000 replica
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Temperatures (K) TASNoB
200↔239
0.1500
239↔286
0.1365
286↔342
0.1520
342↔409
0.1645
409↔489
0.1705
489↔585
0.1495
585↔700
0.1525

reported
0.160
0.149
0.143
0.139
0.142
0.146
0.146

Table 4.1: Acceptance ratio of the test system from TASNoB
exchange cycles were performed in the simulation. The force field employed
in this test is CHARMM22, which is different from Okamoto, who used the
all-atom version of AMBER.
Table 4.1 shows that the TASNoB gives out comparable acceptance ratios
to that published by Okamoto. Both are maintained above 15% on average
with a standard deviation less than 5%.
Figure 4.5 compares the time series of replica exchange at the lowest temperature 200K: (a) is the ouput from TASNoB and (b) is cited from Okamoto.
Given the fact that the simulation length is much shorter in the regression test
of TASNoB than that of the simulation Okamoto used, the lowest temperature is realizing a random walk in the “replica space” and TASNoB performed
correctly.
Figure 4.6 compares the time series of temperature exchange: (a) is the
output from TASNoB and (b) is cited from Okamoto. It is obvious that the
selected replica realized a random walk in the temperature space, went through
from 200K to 700K back and forth even in a very short period within the
overall 200ps simulation time. Again, TASNoB offers exactly what should be
expected, and this is additional evidence that TASNoB performs correctly for
replica exchange molecular dynamics simulation.
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(a) Generated from TASNoB

(b) Replicated from Okamoto

Figure 4.5: Time Series of Replica Exchange at 200K
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(a) Generated from TASNoB

(b) Replicated from Okamoto

Figure 4.6: Time Series of Temperature Exchange For Replica #1
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4.3.4

Extension of TASNoB REMD

The replica exchange molecular dynamics module in TASNoB (i.e., remd.py)
is functioning well at this present time and it is sufficient for most of the
modeling tasks this lab is currently facing. However, it is more important
to note that the REMD module in TASNoB is very flexible and can be easily extended. In the following, I document the way how this module can be
extended with three examples. In first example, I demonstrate how to extend the module if you have a different system that is not currently wrapped
in class SimpleSystem. In the second example, I demonstrate how to extend
the module to accommodate new replica exchange algorithms that are different, novel variants of conventional REMD. The example I use is REMD with
solute tempering, but similar examples include TIGER, REMD under both
constant temperature and constant pressure, i.e., NPT-REMD. In third example, I demonstrate how to extend the module when you want to handle
some exception which might occur in each of your replica exchange simulation
cycles.
The main functions of the REMD module include allocating computing
resources among replicas, facilitating communication between replicas when
exchanges are attempted, controlling the CHARMM executable to conduct
the actual MD simulation in each cycle, recording the overall status of the
replica exchange simulation along the way in case a restart is necessary, and
miscellaneous functions for post-simulation data analysis; especially, generating graphics. Each function is realized in the module via a submodule, such
as a Python class or a Python function.
The Python module interfacing with the TASNoB REMD is Python class
SimpleSystem (see Table 4.2) This class offers the chances for one to specify
the PSF, CRD, and IMG. For REMD, the most relevant function is SimpleSys-
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Property settings(13)

MD specifications(7)

Post processing(6)

setCharmmType()
setName(),setKcon()
setInitPepPos()
setSamType()
setPSF(),setCRD()
setIMG(),setSMF()
setParList()
setWboxHeight()
setAus(),setAusType()

charmmHeader()
atomFix()
heating()
equil()
go dynamics()
ausDynamics()
remdDynamics()

calcREMDSSD()
calcSSD()
dcdMerge()
m dcdMerge()
getDcdList()
dcdMergeAll()

Table 4.2: Functions Defined in class SimpleSystem
tem.remdDynamics(), which specifies the cycle dynamics. This function also
specifies the way to calculate the system energy that will be used in Metropolis’s criteria to determine whether to exchange between the neighboring replicas.

Interfacing TASNoB with new models
Currently, the TASNoB REMD can handle tertiary systems generated from
STEPS, single peptide in vacuum generated from peptide.py in STEPS, and
a single sodium ion with a surface as used in Chapter 5 for testing biased
REMD algorithm. In case one has a system other than any of these above,
one can easily set up a stub system class in Python for TASNoB and then take
advantage of the REMD module for subsequent replica exchange simulations.
For example, we might want to have a surface made up of PLA chains
lining up horizontally as shown in Figure 4.7. This is a system not available
for use directly in TASNoB. The main difference is the SAM surface which requires a different definition of surface separation distance. According to Table
4.2, the functions that are relevant with SSD calculations are calcSSD() and
calcREMDSSD(). These two functions should be modified to reflect the new
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Figure 4.7: A model system with PLA SAM surface requiring new definition
of SSD
definition of surface separation distance. Also, note that SAM surface changes,
so the fixed atoms in chains are different, so the function atomFix() should
also be changed accordingly. For more details, refer to the API documentation
in the Appendix ??.

REMD with Solute Tempering
REMD with solute tempering (REST), has been discussed in Chapter 3 Section 3.4. The difference between REST and regular REMD is the energy term
it uses in Metropolis criteria for determination of the neighboring replica exchange. Through rescaling the potential energy surface for the replicas, REST
partitions the system into two parts: a central part, in our case the peptide
and a bath part which includes all the other elements in the system as an
environment, and then it speeds up the sampling by using high temperature
replicas of the central group but low-temperature replicas of the bath.
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The energy term used for Metropolis criteria is calculated in function SimpleSystem.remdDynamics(). So extending TASNoB for REST functionality
can finally be reduced down to modification of this function with no more
than 10 lines of codes as shown in Algorithm 4.5.
def remdDynamics ( self ,t , oldT = None , nSimu =1 ,
nStep =5 , mpiRank = None , enerType = " REMD " , np =2)
:
......
if enerType == ’ REST ’:
file . write ( ’ define peptide sele
segid pep end \ n ’)
file . write ( ’ define environ sele .
not . peptide end \ n ’)
file . write ( ’ inte sele peptide end
sele environ end \ n ’)
file . write ( ’ set ep ? ener \ n ’)
file . write ( ’ inte sele peptide end
\ n ’)
file . write ( ’ set epw ? ener \ n ’)
file . write ( ’ calc delem @ep + 0.5*
@epw \ n ’)
file . write ( ’ open writ unit 34 card
name % d_ % d . ener \ n ’ %( t , nSimu ) )
file . write ( ’ echu 34\ n ’)
if enerType == ’ REST ’:
file . write ( ’ echo @delem \ n ’)
else :
file . write ( ’ echo ? ENER \ n ’)
......
return
Algorithm 4.5: Implementation of REST in TASNoB with less than 10 lines
of code

SHAKE Error Handling
SHAKE is a widely employed algorithm placing holonomic constraints on the
bond lengths, i.e., making them rigid, thereby removing the highest frequency
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motions from the system. So the largest time step will not be limited by bond
stretching frequency any more and at the same time the overall system properties will not affected by using this large time step. However, SHAKE algorithm
can only converge when the constrained bond lengths is not too faraway from
the target equilibrium lengths. If one of the bond length grows or shrinks too
large respect to the equilibrium length, SHAKE will give “deviation too large”
error without convergence and will stop the MD simulation abnormally.
The common way to solve this problem is reducing the time step in half and
re-run the simulation. TASNoB uses the same CHARMM controlling mechanism as STEPS through the same Python module charmm exec.py. This can
be handled neatly as follows. The first function, reduceTimeStep(), described
in Algorithm 4.6 takes in a CHARMM script file and modifies its time step size
and number. The second function, amiRunScript(), described in Algorithm 4.7
takes care of the potential SHAKE errors by calling reduceTimeStep() to handle the error until the time step size is so small as below 0.0005, which should
be regarded as system construction problem, i.e., the system might not be
constructed properly and not stable enough for MD simulation, other than a
normal SHAKE error.

4.4

CHARMM Graphical User Interface

CHARMM, originated from the research group of Professor Martin Karplus
at Harvard University, and is continuously developed and extended by many
researchers and developers around the globe. It can perform standard molecular dynamics and free energy calculations for proteins, nucleic acids, lipids and
carbohydrates. It carries with it a nice set of atomic coordinates and simulation trajectories analysis and post-processing tools. However, CHARMM does
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def reduceTimeStep ( filename ) :
file = open ( filename )
s = file . readlines ()
file . close ()
file = open ( filename , ’w ’)
for line in s :
if ’ time ’ in line and ’ nste ’ in line :
keys = line . split ( ’ ’)
ind1 = keys . index ( ’ time ’) +1
ind2 = keys . index ( ’ nste ’) +1
curStepSize = float ( keys [ ind1 ])
*0.5
keys [ ind1 ]= str ( curStepSize )
keys [ ind2 ]= str ( int ( keys [ ind2
]) *2)
line = ’ ’
for key in keys :
line += key + ’ ’
file . write ( line )
file . close ()
return curStepSize
Algorithm 4.6: Function designed to reduce the time step size for SHAKE
error handling
not have an easy to use graphical user interface, which greatly contributes to
its hard, steep learning curve.
As part of this research, I developed the graphical user interface (GUI)2 for
CHARMM based on STEPS and TASNoB to facilitate the routine modeling
and simulation process. At the present time, it can support the following
functions:
1. Setting up a tertiary system of peptides, SAM surface and water boxes;
2. Full support to basic molecular dynamics configuration;
3. Setting up the configuration file for regular REMD simulations;
2

Special thanks goes to my colleague Galen Collier, who did a lot of the graphics design
with wxGlade, a very troublesome designing toolkit.
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4. Setting up the configuration file for basic windowed umbrella sampling
and adaptive umbrella sampling simulations;
5. A simple built-in SSH client for connection to the remote server cluster;
6. A nice built-in Python console for TASNoB developers.
The necessity of developing a user friendly GUI for the CHARMM community has been noticed by many other researchers. One similar work for
CHARMM GUI can be located at http://www.charmm-gui.org under the
maintenance and development of Dr. Im’s research team at the University
of Kansas, Lawrence. Their work has an emphasis on CHARMM input setup
while ours have an emphasis on advanced sampling methods including umbrella
sampling and replica exchange.
The source code for this GUI is included in Appendix B as tasnobgui.py.
Appendix C includes some screenshots of this toolkit.

4.5

Summary

Along the way searching for the best sampling algorithms for accurate calculation of the peptide/SAM surface adsorption free energy, a suitable set of
software packages which relies on CHARMM as the simulation engine was
designed during this research. The toolkit consists of three parts:
1. STEPS, simulation template engine for peptide at surfaces, which is
designed for generating peptide/SAM model with explicit water.
2. TASNoB, toolkit for advanced sampling with non-Boltzmann algorithms.
3. CHARMM GUI, a nice functional graphical user interface for CHARMM,
STEPS and TASNoB.
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At the present time, STEPS is fully functional for tertiary adsorption system generation. It can generate peptides of different sequences, secondary
structures and patching end groups, it can generate SAMs surfaces with different size, shape and functional residue, and the functional group on each
chain can be either single-ended or double-ended. It can also generate a water
box with various shape and dimension and buffer the water box with N a+ and
Cl− ions to physiological saline buffer concentration.
At the present time, TASNoB is fully functional. It provides a broad
spectrum of advanced non-Boltzmann sampling algorithms including replica
exchange molecular dynamics, standard umbrella sampling, adaptive umbrella
sampling, windowed umbrella sampling, biased replica exchange molecular dynamics, and replica exchange molecular dynamics with solute tempering.
CHARMM GUI is largely finished and partially functional. Further improvement on this is required to make it fully functional.
It is worth noting that STEPS and TASNoB are very flexible and readily
extensible to incorporate novel adsorption model systems and new sampling
algorithms. Therefore, collectively, this research has provided the basic modeling platform for peptide/SAMs surface adsorption process modeling tasks.
With these toolkits, advanced sampling algorithms can be directly employed
for accurate calculation of adsorption free energy and other pertinent properties.
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def amiRunScript ( chm_script , np =4 , type = ’ ’) :
outFile = ’% s_output ’ %( chm_script )
if np ==1:
os . system ( " amicharmm % s < % s > % s " %(
type , chm_script , outFile ) )
else :
# hostname = os . popen (’ hostname ’).
readlines () [0]. strip ()
os . system ( " mpiexec - np % d - host % s
amicharmm % s < % s > % s " %( np , os .
popen ( ’ hostname ’) . readline () . strip
() , type , chm_script , outFile ) )
output = open ( outFile , ’r ’) . read ()
if ’ ABNORMAL TERMINATION ’ in output :
if ’ DEVIATION IN SHAKE TOO LARGE ’ in
output :
curStepSize = reduceTimeStep (
chm_script )
if curStepSize < 0.0005:
print ’ Time step is too small
, please check your script
% s and output ’% chm_script
sys . exit ()
else :
amiRunScript ( chm_script , np ,
type )
print ’ Time step is too large
, reduced to % f to avoid
SHAKE error ’% curStepSize
else :
print ’ Some error with generated
script % s . Please Check it .\ n ’
% chm_script
sys . exit ()
elif ’ JOB ACCOUNTING INFORMATION ’ not in
output :
print ’ Not be able to run the script
% s at all . Check network or OS
problems ’% chm_script
else :
pass
return
Algorithm 4.7: Handling SHAKE Error Automatically as an Exception
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Chapter 5
Biased Replica-Exchange Molecular
Dynamics Simulation

5.1

Introduction

The accurate calculation of Helmholtz adsorption free energy using the probability ratio method [Mezei and Beveridge 1986] requires sufficient sampling of
particle occurrences as a function of the surface separation distance (SSD) of
the peptide from the surface over the whole SSD range of the system. However,
due to strong interactions between the particle and the surface, the peptide
usually gets stuck within a tight range of SSD values during a molecular dynamics simulation, thus preventing the use of the probability ratio method.
In order to improve the sampling efficiency of a conventional molecular dynamics simulation, many advanced sampling algorithms have been developed,
including replica-exchange molecular dynamics and umbrella sampling. However, there are few publications comparing these two broad classes of sampling
algorithms and thus their relative strengths and weaknesses remain vague in
the literature, especially to the novice modeler.
This paper aims to address the above issue in a basic manner with a
very simple system consisting of one sodium ion, a SAM surface with one
negative charge, and explicit water. The model of a single N a+ ion over a
COOH−SAM surface containing a single COO− group was selected to provide a simple model system that serves to illustrate the shortcomings of the

standard REMD method, while retaining the most important characteristics
of the system, i.e., a strong electrostatic interaction that results in a relatively deep energy well close to the SAM surface. With this simple system,
I show that sufficient sampling along the SSD as a degree of freedom cannot
be obtained by replica exchange molecular dynamics alone. I then show that
umbrella sampling can be combined with REMD to overcome this problem by
greatly enhancing sampling efficiency. Based on these results, I propose qualitative guidelines that one can choose for this combined sampling algorithm
method based on the characteristics of the problem being investigated.
In Section 5.2, I provide an overview of the most common types of nonBoltzmann sampling methods that are used. In Section 5.3, I then describe my
simulation experiments and provide details regarding the simple model system
used in my study and how the simulation results were analyzed to calculate the
free energy profile of the N a+ ion as a function of SSD. Finally, a discussion
of the results is presented in Section 5.4 and final conclusions are made.

5.2

Non-Boltzmann Sampling Methods

One of the molecular simulation methods that can be used for calculating adsorption free energy or constructing the potential of mean force (PMF) profile
to characterize an adsorption process is the probability ratio method[Mezei and
Beveridge 1986]. This method is well rooted in statistical mechanics theory
and relates the PMF to the logarithm of the probability density as a function
of the predefined reaction coordinate as follows:

W (φ) = −kB T lnP (φ)
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(5.1)

where φ denotes the reaction coordinate, W is the PMF, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, and T is the absolute temperature.
The accuracy of this class of methods lies heavily in the sufficient and
adequate estimation of P (φ), the probability density function. However,the
estimation of that function is known to be problematic for conventional molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations. This is due to the fact that rare
molecular configurations with relatively high potential energies, which often
must be determined in order to define the overall probability distribution of
the system, cannot be sampled sufficiently because of their rareness. Since
1970s, this problem has attracted a large amount of attention and many excellent simulation protocols have been proposed to overcome this problem. The
basic idea behind these protocols is that of biasing the statistical mechanical
relationships that control the Boltzmann probability distribution of the system, thus making the rare events occur much more frequently so they can
be sampled sufficiently in the simulation trajectory. This is accomplished by
multiplying the probability density function P (φ) with a re-weighting factor
which effectively adjusts the probability density of a rare event as follows:

P ∗ (φ) = P (φ) ∗ γ

(5.2)

where γ is the re-weighting factor; P ∗ is the adjusted probability measure
which is non-Boltzmann; and P is the original Boltzmann-based probability
density function. We call this equation the Definition Equation of Re-weighting
Factor.
The simulation is then performed on the adjusted, or re-weighted probability measure, and the original, unbiased probability measure can subsequently
be calculated as follows:
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P (φ) = P ∗ (φ) ∗ γ −1

(5.3)

where γ is the re-weighting factor, P ∗ is the adjusted probability measure
which is non-Boltzmann, and P is the original Boltzmann based probability
density function.
Collectively, all the protocols using a re-weighting factor to improve the
sampling efficiency are non-Boltzmann algorithms and sampling procedures
based on this class of algorithms are called non-Boltzmann sampling.

5.2.1

Construction of Re-Weighting Factors

Broadly, there are two different ways to construct the re-weighting factor. One
is to construct the re-weighting factor based on a different (usually higher)
temperature and the simulation is performed at a biased (usually higher) temperature; the other is to construct the re-weighting factor based on an artificial
modification of the system Hamiltonian (usually through an add-on “umbrella”
potential) and the simulation will be performed with an underlying biased potential energy surface.
From statistical mechanics, the probability of the system assuming configuration φ, P (φ), follows a Boltzmann distribution, i.e.,

P (φ) = αΩ(φ)e−βEφ

(5.4)

where α is a normalization constant, Ω is the degeneracy for configuration
φ, β is 1/kB T with kB being the Boltzmann constant and T the absolute
temperature, and E is the energy level of configuration φ.
The above equation is the theoretical basis from which re-weighting factors
are constructed and I will refer to it as the Fundamental Equation of Non-
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Boltzmann Sampling. In the following, I detail the mathematical procedures
that lead to both types of re-weighting factors.

5.2.2

Temperature based re-weighting factors

From the fundamental equation, given two different inverse temperatures, β1
and β0 , then we have,
Pβ1 (φ) = αΩ(φ)e−β1 Eφ

(5.5)

Pβ0 (φ) = αΩ(φ)e−β0 Eφ

(5.6)

and,

Then from the Definition Equation of Re-weighting Factor and the above two
equations, we have,
γ = Pβ1 (φ)/Pβ0 (φ)

(5.7)

Simple algebraic manipulation will give us

γ = e−β1 −β0 Eφ = e−∆βEφ

5.2.3

(5.8)

Umbrella Potential based re-weighting factors

The construction of umbrella potential-based re-weighting factors follows a
very similar mathematical procedure as the above. If we denote the “add-on”
umbrella potential as Eb (subscript b for biased), then from the fundamental
equation, for a non-biased system, we have

P (φ) = αΩ(φ)e−βEφ
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(5.9)

and for a biased system, we have

Pb (φ) = αΩ(φ)e−β(Eφ +Eb )

(5.10)

Then from the Definition Equation of Re-weighting Factor and the above two
equations, we have,
γ = P (φ)/Pb (φ)

(5.11)

Simple algebraic manipulation will give us

γ = e−βEb = e−β∆E

(5.12)

The mathematical similarity in the construction of two different types of reweighting factors is not just coincidence. As a matter fact, researchers already
noticed this strong similarity[Documentation 2006]; a simulation using a temperature based re-weighting factor can be viewed as umbrella sampling along
the system potential energy as the reaction coordinate and a simulation using umbrella potential based re-weighting factor can be viewed as artificially
heating the system in the predefined reaction coordinate.

5.2.4

Weighted Histogram Analysis Method (WHAM)

The simple approach described above utilizing only one re-weighted simulation
to calculate the unbiased probability measure is known as Single Histogram
Analysis. This type of analysis is limited in that the re-weighting factor employed in the simulation might be chosen arbitrarily and may not be good
enough to give a reasonable estimation of the original probability measure. The
system under investigation might be very complex and multi-minima along a
number of degrees of freedom might exist such that one simulation directed
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by one re-weighting factor cannot describe the whole potential energy landscape accurately. In order to overcome the limitation of the Single Histogram
Analysis, the Multiple Histogram Analysis method was developed. In Multiple Histogram Analysis, a series of simulations each with its own re-weighting
factor are performed and the optimal unbiased probability measure is obtained
by minimizing the overall statistical error based on the available data from the
whole set of simulations. For a series of N simulations, the weighted histogram
analysis method (WHAM) recovers the unbiased probability measure by the
following formula (See [Kumar et al. 1992] and [Souaille and Roux 2001] for
rigorous mathematical treatment):
ni γi
Pi (φ) = PN
n=1 nj γj

(5.13)

γi = e−β[Wi (φ)−fi ]

(5.14)

with

where φ is the system configuration; γ is the re-weighting factor, subscript i
denotes the ith simulation, Wi is the biasing potential, and fi is the free energy
increase due to the biasing potential.
WHAM is very convenient and widely applicable. It has already been applied to numerous applications including PMF profile construction, adsorption
free energy profile calibration, and others[Kumar et al. 1992; Kumar et al. 1995;
Liang 2006; Reynal and Diep 2005; Rick 2006; Schulz et al. 2002; Dayal et al.
2004]. It is used in windowed umbrella sampling to combine the data from
different simulation windows with a particular umbrella potential[Souaille and
Roux 2001]; it is used in REMD simulations to combine the data from the different replicas running different temperatures[Gallicchio et al. 2005]; it is used
in multicanonical algorithms to combine the simulation results from different
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temperatures[Mitsutake et al. 2003]. In this chapter, an umbrella potential
for biased REMD is obtained with WHAM from a set of windowed umbrella
sampling simulations.

5.3

Experimental System and Simulation Protocols

5.3.1

Experimental System

The experimental system as shown in Figure 5.1 employed in this study is
relatively simple. It consists of only one sodium counter-ion over a COOHfunctionalized alkanethiol self-assembled monolayer consisting of 90 chains
with only chain No. 41 ionized to create a charged surface with which the
sodium ion will interact. Chain No.41 is located at the geometrical center of
the SAM surface. The system was built with orthogonal TIP3P water box with
dimension 44.73Å×43.04Å×60.00Å. The top 15.0Å layer of the water box was
fixed to provide an “ice” layer so as to provide enough spacial distance between
the ions in different images so that the ion in the lower image won’t experience interaction from the bottom of the SAM surface in the upper neighboring
image.
The characteristic of this experimental system is that the sodium ion is
positively charged and the ionized SAM chain is negatively charged so that
there is strong electrostatic interaction between these two functional groups,
thus causing the surface separation distance (SSD) between them to be distributed within a tight narrow range around 3.0Å with conventional molecular
dynamics simulation at 310K. Thus, this system exhibits a substantial sampling problem such that the construction of the PMF profile as a function of
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Figure 5.1: A simple experimental system designed for testing of the biasedREMD sampling method compared to the standard REMD sampling method.
It consists of a single sodium ion, a carboxyl-functionalized alkanethiol selfassembled monolayer with only one ionized COO− −functional group in the
middle of the SAM surface as the counter-ion that the sodium ion will interact
with.
SSD as a reaction coordinate requires the use of a non-Boltzmann sampling
algorithm.

5.3.2

Adaptive Windowed Umbrella Sampling

The windowed umbrella sampling method is a very popular non-Boltzmann
sampling algorithm that uses an umbrella potential-based re-weighting factor.
The standard umbrella sampling algorithm requires that the shape of the free
energy surface be known a priori, which is impossible for any complicated
system of significant interest. Windowed umbrella sampling bypasses that
shortcoming by dissecting the reaction coordinate into a series of windows
and assigning each window an a priori known harmonic restraining potential;
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usually with the following form:
1
H = − k(θ − θi )2 , i = 1, 2, 3, ..., N.
2

(5.15)

where H denotes the harmonic potential, k is the spring constant, θ is value
of the reaction coordinate, and θi denotes the middle equilibrium point of the
ith window.
For each window, separate canonical simulations at a specified temperature
(usually the same temperature) are performed and the PMF as a function of
the underlying reaction coordinate is computed using WHAM. The WHAM
procedure is usually performed for a series of different simulation lengths (e.g.,
at 200ps, 400ps, 600ps, ...) and the result is accepted when the calculated PMF
profile converges within a designated level of acceptance. In this chapter I propose a much more rigorous validation of the resulting PMF profile calculated
with WHAM from simulations on windows. In this validation method, the
negative of the calculated PMF vs. SSD profile is employed in a second iteration as the common umbrella potential added to every window, and WHAM is
then used to combine the data from the second iteration in order to construct
a new PMF profile. If the PMF profile from the second iteration is almost
flat, then we say the previous calculated PMF profile is a good approximation
to the true PMF profile. Otherwise, we say that windowed umbrella sampling
algorithm did not give a good approximation to the true PMF profile and further iteration with the negative of revised PMF profile as the revised umbrella
potential has to be performed. The revised PMF profile should be validated as
described above and several iteration might be necessary to reach a validated
PMF profile. We call this approach the adaptive windowed umbrella sampling
method. Although more computationally expensive, this sampling method
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can be reasonably expected to be more accurate, thus enabling it to avoid the
potential pitfalls that can result from inadequate sampling when performing
the windowed umbrella sampling or standard umbrella sampling.
The functional form used in umbrella sampling as the biasing potential
has to be continuous and differentiable. The traditional approach to this is
to use a combination of both polynomial and triangular functions to interpolate the discrete results from a weighted histogram analysis. However, taking
into account the characteristics of the special system under investigation, i.e.,
adsorption, I developed a different, more efficient approach. The PMF profile
as a function of SSD, as studied in this paper, is a special case of a broad
class of adsorption free energy profiles. The theory most extensively applied
to describe adsorption phenomena is the DLVO theory, which indicates that
the adsorption free energy profile is dominated by electrostatic and van der
Waals interactions. These types of interactions usually take the form as shown
in Figure 5.2, which can be conveniently approximated by the functional form
in Equation 5.16.

Figure 5.2: The common curve shape assumed by the potential of mean force
profile as a function of the surface separation distance as the reaction coordinate. 2
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PDLV O (r) = a ∗ (r − r0 )−1 + b ∗ (r − r0 )−6 + c ∗ (r − r0 )−12 + d

(5.16)

where the first term represents electrostatic interaction, the second and third
terms represent the van der Waals attraction and repulsion interactions, respectively, and a, b, c, d, and r0 are all coefficients obtained from least-square
fitting of the discrete PMF result from WHAM.
Figure 5.3 (a) represents the first iteration of the adaptive windowed umbrella sampling. In this iteration, no DLVO-type biasing potential was applied
in the simulation, only harmonic umbrella potentials were applied to each windows in the simulation. The PMF profile was constructed with WHAM and
fitted with the DLVO-type functional. The minimum appeared around 2.7 Å
and the potential well was approximated to be about -4.0 kcal/mol. Rather
than using the negative of this fitted DLVO-potential as the biasing potential
in the second iteration directly, based on experience from prior preliminary
studies, I used this PMF profile to project a new PMF profile which represented a much more stronger electrostatic interaction, i.e., a much deeper
potential well, while keeping the global minimum at approximately the same
position (around 2.7 Å) as with the PMF from first iteration. Figure 5.3 (b)
represents this projected PMF profile for the second iteration and Figure 5.3
(c) represents the residual PMF of the second iteration with the negative of the
projected PMF as the DLVO-type biasing potential on the top of the harmonic
restraining potentials applied to each simulation window. From the residual
PMF shown there, we conclude that the projected PMF overestimated the true
PMF obviously. Then by removing the projected DLVO-type biasing potential
from the residual PMF, The “true” PMF prfile can be recovered. The results
were represented in Figure 5.3 (d). The DLVO parameters of the PMF profiles
2
I call this a DLVO-type potential due to the fact that this shape are very familiar in
DLVO theory literature.
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(a) PMF from first iteration of Adaptive
WUS

(b) Projected PMF for second iteration

(c) Residual PMF from second iteration (d) DLVO-type PMF from second iteration

Figure 5.3: The PMF profiles and the corresponding biasing potentials employed in each iteration in the adaptive windowed umbrella sampling.
and biasing potentials are given in Table 5.1.
Figure 5.4 describes the residual PMF profile obtained in a third iteration
of windowed umbrella sampling using the negative of PMF profile obtained
in the second iteration after removing the projected umbrella potential. The
red line in the middle represents the residual PMF profile, which is relatively
flat within SSD range from 2 Å to 16 Å compared to the residual PMF profile
obtained from the second iteration. The blue curve, which is the negative of
the PMF profile from second iteration, represents the biasing potential that
was then used in the subsequent biased REMD simulation.
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Parameters
Interation

c
22491.6

d
-1.2118

e
0.317

0.0
2.7575e7

0.0
1.34533

0.0
-0.77671

Biasing potential 42.05
22723.5 -5.3633e7
PMF profile
-27.598 -22410.35 2.7575e7

2.67688
1.34533

-1.21854
-0.77671

PMF profile
1
2
3

a
8.993

b
-558.13

Biasing potential
0.0
0.0
PMF profile
-27.598 -22410.35

Biasing potential

27.598

22410.35

-2.7575e7 -1.34533 -0.77671

Table 5.1: DLVO paramters of the PMF profiles and biasing potentials in
adaptive windowed umbrella sampling

Figure 5.4: The final PMF profile constructed from adaptive AUS has a relatively flat residual PMF and its negative was employed in the subsequent
biased REMD simulation

5.3.3

Regular Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics

REMD is one of the most widely used non-Boltzmann sampling algorithms,
which uses a temperature-based re-weighting factor. Sugita and Okamoto
[Sugita and Okamoto 1999] presented the first paper that describes the molecular dynamics version of the replica exchange method. A rigorous formulation
of the re-weighting factor for the generalized ensemble generated from the simulation is discoursed in this original paper and the result of a penta-peptide
Met-enkephalin folding problem is reported presented. Sugita and Okamoto
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also pointed out that the major advantage of REMD over other generalizedensemble methods, such as multicanonical algorithm and simulated tempering,
lies in the fact that the weighting factor is automatically generated during the
simulation, while in the latter algorithms the determination of the weighting
factor can be very tedious and time-consuming. REMD provides a great advantage not only over the other temperature-based re-weighting algorithms but
also over umbrella potential-based re-weighting algorithms. However, REMD
is not well suited for all types of sampling problems. In particular, because
it still generates an unbiased Boltzmann-weighted ensemble of states, it still
exhibits problems with events that occur with low probability. In addition, as
discussed in chapter 3, REMD often requires the use of an impractically large
number of replicas to span a designated temperature range, particularly for
large molecular systems, in order to keep the exchange ratio at a reasonable
level such as 20%. This point will be disscused more explicitly later on this
chapter.
The simulation protocol this section employs follows exactly that as described in the original paper by Sugita and Okamoto[Sugita and Okamoto
1999]. Specifically, 21 replicas spanning a temperature range from 310K to
400K with the temperature levels distributed exponentially were set up. The
replica exchange algorithm was performed for 5 ns as a loop of 5000 sequential
iterations of the following two steps:
1. Each replica was simulated simultaneously and independently for 1 ps
(500 MD steps) as a canonical ensemble of its assigned fixed temperature.
2. An attempt was made to exchange temperature between each pair of
replicas at neighboring temperatures based on Metropolis criterion following each 1 ps.
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Pairs of Temperatures (K)
310↔313
313↔318
318↔322
322↔326
326↔330
330↔334
334↔338
338↔343
343↔347
347↔352
352↔356
356↔361
361↔365
365↔370
370↔375
375↔380
380↔384
384↔389
389↔394
394↔400

Acceptance Ratio
0.2040
0.1065
0.1760
0.1730
0.1870
0.1735
0.1790
0.1530
0.1910
0.1600
0.1860
0.1560
0.2205
0.1960
0.1725
0.1865
0.2325
0.2055
0.1810
0.1185

Table 5.2: Acceptance ratio of the standard REMD simulation
The software package was an ad-hoc Python module designed as a peripheral
to CHARMM, the molecular dynamics simulation engine. The correctness of
the package was validated with the results published in the original paper by
Sugita and Okamoto[Sugita and Okamoto 1999].
Table 5.2 shows the neighboring replica temperatures and the corresponding acceptance ratio for the standard REMD simulation. Statistically, the
acceptance ratio was distributed around µ = 17.8% with standard error σ =
0.67%. So we can say that the replica exchange simulation performed well, with
an acceptance ratio above 15%, with the temperature distribution among the
replicas being evenly balanced as evidenced by the small standard error of the
acceptance ratio.
Figure 5.5 (a) describes that the system at 310K realizes the random walk
through all the 21 replicas in the generalized ensemble. Due to the strong
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electrostatic interaction between the sodium ion and the COO− SAM chain,
however, the system at 310K was almost always stuck firmly around the potential well minimum energy position at about 3.0 Å, and most of the replicas
were at the same potential energy level irrespective of temperature. This enabled the system to traverse the whole space of all 21 replicas. Figure 5.5
(b) describes that the system for Replica #1 realized a partial random-walk
through the whole temperature space spanning from 310K to 400K. These two
random walk phenomena plus the acceptance ratio confirms that the replica
exchange simulation performed properly.

5.3.4

Biased Replica-Exchange Molecular Dynamics

Biased REMD is a novel, hybrid non-Boltzmann sampling method, which
takes advantage of both an umbrella potential-based re-weighting factor and
temperature-based re-weighting factor by combining the umbrella sampling
method and standard REMD. In this protocol, the negative of the PMF result from adaptive umbrella sampling method was supplied in the subsequent
REMD simulation as a biasing potential in every replica. Since the REMD is
performed with a biased Hamiltonian, I call this method as biased REMD.
Table 5.3 shows the neighboring replica temperatures and the corresponding acceptance ratio for the biased-REMD simulation. Statistically, the acceptance ratio was distributed around µ = 16.0% with standard error σ = 0.90%.
So we can say that the replica exchange simulation performed properly, with
an acceptance ratio above 15%, with the temperature distribution among the
replicas being evenly balanced as evidenced by the small standard error of the
acceptance ratio.
Figure 5.6 (a) describes that the system at 310K realized a random walk
through all the 21 replicas in the generalized ensemble. Due to the compen-
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(a) Replica exchange time series at T=310K

(b) Temperature exchange time series for replica #1

Figure 5.5: Random walking plots for standard REMD simulation. (a) For
T=310K, the system realized a random walk through all the 21 replicas during
the 5ns simulation. (b) Replica #1 of the system realized a random walk
through all the temperatures in the generalized ensemble.
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Pairs of Temperatures (K)
310↔313
313↔318
318↔322
322↔326
326↔330
330↔334
334↔338
338↔343
343↔347
347↔352
352↔356
356↔361
361↔365
365↔370
370↔375
375↔380
380↔384
384↔389
389↔394
394↔400

Acceptance Ratio
0.2592
0.0746
0.1562
0.1494
0.1788
0.1616
0.1798
0.1200
0.1928
0.1292
0.1888
0.1360
0.2082
0.1488
0.1520
0.1482
0.2286
0.1868
0.1560
0.0876

Table 5.3: Acceptance ratio of the biased REMD simulation
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sation to the strong electrostatic interaction between the sodium ion and the
COO− SAM chain from the biasing potential, the system at 310K was essentially free to move anywhere while experiencing the same potential energy
level. This enabled the system to traverse the whole space provided by all 21
replicas. Figure 5.6 (b) shows that the system at Replica #1 realized a partial
random walk through the whole temperature space spanning from 310K to
400K. These two random-walk phenomena plus the acceptance ratio confirm
that the biased replica exchange simulation performed properly.
The PMF profile was calculated from the statistics of the SSD time series
that were obtained from the simulation trajectory. The longer the simulation
was conducted, the more stable the statistics about SSD from the trajectory
should be. Therefore, the stability of the SSD time series statistics accumulated at different lengths of simulations was employed to anwser the question
of whether or not the biased REMD simulation was conducted for a reasonable
length of time such to provide where a trajectory for reliable PMF construction. Figure 5.7 shows that the SSD time series statistics collected at 5 ns
simulation length and that from the 2 ns simulation length share a common
mean around 18.57 Å and a common standard deviation of 6.08 Å, thus indicating ensemble convergence.

5.4

Results and Discussion

Figure 5.8 compares the sampling efficiency of the standard REMD algorithm
and the biased REMD algorithm. The SSD time series of 5 ns from both the
standard REMD simulation and the biased REMD simulation were analyzed.
Figure 5.8 (a) presents the histogram of the 5 ns SSD time series from the
standard REMD simulation. It is obvious that during most of the simulation
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(a) Replica exchange time series at T=310K

(b) Temperature exchange time series for replica #1

Figure 5.6: Random walking plots for standard REMD simulation.(a) For
T=310K, the system realized a random walk through all the 21 replicas during
the 5ns simulation. (b) Replica #1 of the system realized a partial random
walk through all the temperatures in the generalized ensemble.
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(a) SSD histogram for the 2 ns simulation (b) SSD histogram for the 5 ns simulation

(c) SSD distribution at different lengths of
simulation

Figure 5.7: This group of plots show that the simulation length of 5 ns is
sufficiently long to accumulate statistics for PMF profile construction. The
SSD distributions of the 2 ns and 5 ns trajectories are both centering about
18.57 Å and have a standard error of 6.08 Å. The differences between their
mean and variance are practically negligible. Therefore, the statistics has
converged at the length of 5 ns simulation. (a) SSD histogram of a 2 ns biasedREMD simulation (b) SSD histogram of a 5 ns biased REMD simulation (c)
boxplot of the SSD distribution at the above two different length of simulation,
2 ns and 5 ns, respectively.
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time, the system at 310K stuck at about 3.0 Å with rare visits to no more
than 23 Å. Figure 5.8 (b) presents the histogram of 5 ns SSD time series
from biased REMD simulation. It is obvious the system at 310K is never got
stuck anywhere along the SSD range from 3Å to 30Å. Figure 5.8 (c) compares
the mean and variance of the SSD time series from two different sampling
algorithms with a box plot. Obviously, biased REMD improves the sampling
efficiency greatly compared to that of the standard REMD.
Figure 5.9 compares the PMF profiles constructed from the standardREMD simulation and the biased-REMD simulation. Figure 5.9 (a) gives the
PMF profile from the standard REMD simulation constructed from a probability ratio analysis (PRA) and compared to the PMF profile from the adapted
WUS. Due to the sampling insufficiency of the standard REMD algorithm, the
PMF profile obviously underestimated the correct profile as presented by the
adapted WUS method. Figure 5.9 (b) gives the residual PMF profile based on
PRA analysis from biased REMD simulation and the recovered PMF profile
after removing the biasing potential employed in the simulation. This profile
also compared to the profile obtained from the adapted WUS method. It is
obvious that the residual PMF profile before removing the biasing potential is
flat, which shows that the biased-REMD simulation successfully enabled the
sample problem encountered by the standard-REMD simulation to be overcome by this combined method.
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(a) SSD histogram from standard REMD

(b) SSD histogram from biased REMD

(c) SSD distribution from standard and biased REMD

Figure 5.8: SSD time series at T=310K from both the standard REMD and
the biased REMD are analyzed to compare the sampling efficiency of biased
REMD and standard REMD. Biased REMD improves the sampling efficiency
dramtically compared to that of the standard REMD. (a) SSD histogram from
a 5 ns simulation with the standard-REMD algorithm (b) SSD histogram from
a 5 ns simulation with a biased-REMD algorithm (c) the boxplot to compare
the mean and standard deviation of the SSD time series from two different
algorithms.
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(a) PMF profile constructed from standard REMD

(b) PMF profile constructed from biased REMD

Figure 5.9: PMF profiles are constructed from standard REMD simulation
and biased REMD simulation respectively compared to the PMF constructed
from adaptive WUS. Biased REMD agrees with adaptive WUS much better
than does the standard REMD. (a) standard REMD gives a much shallower
potential well about -4.0 kcal/mol and underestimates the strong interaction
(b) biased REMD gives a much deeper potential well about -10 kcal/mol and
the result comforms to the result from adaptive windowed umbrella sampling
with a relatively flat residual PMF profile
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Recommendations
This research investigated two classes of non-Boltzmann sampling algorithms for the accurate calculation of peptide-surface adsorption free energy
including umbrella sampling algorithms and replica exchange methods. The
major findings from this research regarding the applicability and efficiency of
different variants of non-Boltzmann sampling algorithms for peptide-surface
adsorption free energy calculation are summarized as follows:
1. For peptide-surface adsorption free energy calculation, the surface separation distance is a very important degree of freedom, which has to be
sampled sufficiently for probability ratio analysis.
2. Umbrella sampling algorithms which can be designed to directly compensate the potential energy surface minimum along SSD as the degree
of freedom is much more efficient than replica exchange methods which
can not directly compensate the free energy difference along SSD.
3. Standard REMD method can handle conformational sampling with a
temperature based re-weighting factor, thus enables energy barriers associated with dihedral angles in peptide backbone to be crossed easily.
Umbrella sampling algorithms are inferior on this point in that each dihedral angle in the peptide molecule has to be treated as one separate
degree of freedom in the sampling algorithm, so umbrella sampling will
become too complicated due to the large number of degrees of freedom
(ı.e., dihedral angles) in a peptide or protein molecule.

4. A biased REMD algorithm is proposed as a hybrid non-Boltzmann sampling algorithm, which takes advantage of both classes of umbrella potential based re-weighting factors and temperature based re-weighting factors. In this algorithm, the replica exchange simulation is performed with
the PMF profile along the SSD being compensated with a pre-determined
umbrella potential. This method has the best sampling power compared
to umbrella sampling and standard REMD.The simple ion adsorption
system, which does not involve conformation sampling (i.e., the N a+
ion only has one internal conformation), provides a model system that
emphasizes the sampling problem of standard REMD. By incorporating
a biasing potential into the REMD simulation, this sampling problem
is overcome in the biased REMD simulation. When applied to peptide adsorption systems, this biased REMD method should now provide
adequate sampling for both the peptide itself (i.e.,, conformational sampling) and over the full range of SSD, thus enabling the free energy of a
peptide adsorption process to be properly determined so that simulation
result can be directly compared to experimental results for force field
evaluation, modification, and final validation.
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APPENDICES

A

Acronyms and Abbreviations

AMBER

–

Assisted Model Building with Energy Refinement

CHARMM

– Chemistry at HARvard Molecular Mechanics

GROMACS – Groningen Machine for Chemical Simulations
AUS

– Adaptive Umbrella Sampling

CAD

– Computer Aided Design

DLVO

– Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey and Overbeek theory

FF

– Force Field

MC

– Monte Carlo

MD

– Molecular Dynamics

MPI

– Message Passing Interface

OPLS

– Optimized Potential for Liquid Simulations

PMF

– Potential of Mean Force

REM

– Replica Exchange Method

REMD

– Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics

REST

– Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics with solute tempering

SAM

– Self Assembled Monolayer

SSD

– Surface Separation Distance

STEPS

– Simulation Template Engine for Peptide at Surfaces

TASNoB

– Toolkit for Advanced Sampling with Non-Boltzmann Algorithm

UP

– Umbrella Potential

US

– Umbrella Sampling

WHAM

– Weighted Histogram Analysis Method

WUS

– Windowed Umbrella Sampling
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B

Screenshots for TASNoB and STEPS

Figure B.1: Main page of TASNoB GUI
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Figure B.2: Main page of STEPS GUI
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Figure B.3: Main page of general dynamics
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Figure B.4: Main page of Python interface
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